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Frustrated students rotate th e surface lots throughout th e day in search of parking. O ver 400 spots w ere lost
w ith th e construction of the Rec. C enter and the John J. Cali School of Music.

the construction.”
In 2005, when construction of
the recreation center broke ground,
With construction taking away 354 parking spaces were lost. Tim
parking spaces around campus Carey, Assistant Vice President
and an over-crowded N.J. Transit for Facilities Services, explained
Deck sending students to the com th at 70 spaces have already been
muter parking lots, students are reclaimed and expects to reclaim
feeling frustrated with crowded another 68 parking spaces once the
parking lots and increasing prices building is finished. “Expectations
for completion will be very late this
in parking permits.
Traffic jam s have occurred in semester,” Carey said.
Just in the past year, the prices
the commuter parking lot due to
over-crowded parking. On more for parking permits for the com
than one occasion, traffic jams muter parking lots have increased
have been so severe that a police, from $76 to $100.
Cooper explained the increase
officer had to be called to help
direct and get the flow of traffic in prices has occurred due to
moving again. During the week at increased costs for parking
4:00 p.m., it is not unusual to sit in demand, management, lot, facility
and equipment maintenance, elec
standstill traffic for a half hour.
Elaine Cooper, director of park tricity, and architect and design
ing services, explained th at 60 costs for the next parking struc
spaces were lost in lot 4 due to ture.
Senior Christina Morello is not
the construction of the John J.
Cali School of Music, but no lots pleased with the increased price
were reassigned. She said, “It is of parking and said, “If I have to
anticipated th at we will recover pay over $100 for a parking pass, I
some of these upon completion of had better have a spot by the front
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Staff Writer
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door.”
Parking lots have been overly
crowded this year as the Transit
Deck sold out of permits early this
year. Freshmen and sophomores
were allowed to buy commuter
passes. Junior Samantha Cooler
describes her daily parking experi
ence: “[It’s] absolutely horrendous.
I’m always so far away from the
buildings my classes are in.”
If the annoyance of finding a
parking spot is getting to be too
much, there are other alternatives,
such as parking in. the Red Hawk
deck or carpooling.
Parking in the Red Hawk
Deck without a permit is possible.
Anyone willing to do so will be
charged from the first half hour for
$1.05 ranging to over eight hours,
costing $10.75.
Carpooling is also an option.
Anyone interested in doing so can
call 1-800-245-POOL to register.
Once a group of at least two people
is established, they can register at
the Parking Services Office located
in the Red Hawk Deck.
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WOODBRIDGE - A Muslim
cleric from Woodbridge has been
accused of consumer fraud for
allegedly selling travel pack
ages for pilgrimages to Mecca
that left more than 50 people
stranded.
Molana Syed A lihaider
Abidi and his firm , Shama
Hajj Ziyarat Tours, LLC, have
been temporarily barred by the
state Attorney General’s office
and the Division of Consumer
Affairs from selling or advertis;
' ing any .more trips To Mecca for

ews
SANTA MONICA, CALIF. - O.J.
Simpson was minus one Rolex
watch — real or otherwise —
Tuesday after a judge ordered
him to hand it and other assets
over to the father of slaying vic
tim Ron Goldman.
Superior Court Judge Gerald
Rosenberg also ordered the for
mer football star to turn over
any future royalties from a video
game in which he appears and
any of the disputed memorabilia
he can prove is his th at Las
Vegas police seized when they

LONDON - Previously unseen
footage of Diana, Princess of
Wales, taken just hours before
she was killed in a car crash,
has been shown to the jury at
the inquest into her death.
Images taken from a secu
rity camera at the Ritz Hotel in
Paris show the 36-year-old smil
ing as she and her lover Dodi
Fayed step into an elevator and
later walk out of the hotel.
Further footage shows Fayed
visiting a jeweler’s shop, images
that could lend support to claims
that he was buying an engage
ment ring.
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On Sept, 25, an MSU employee reported
the theft of an unsecured mattress in
Blanton Hall.
On Sept. 25, Michael Barich, 20, was
charged with trespassing while at the

arrested him last month on
robbery, kidnapping and other
charges.
“When you take the watch
and you take the sports mem
orabilia, it’s a drive toward
monetary justice,” said attor
ney David Cook, who repre
sents Goldman’s father, Fred
Goldman. “This drive will con
tinue because, unfortunately,
monetary justice is the only jus
tice We have available to us.”
Cook confirmed the watch
was turned over by Simpson’

1

attorney Ronald Slates.
CLEVELAND, OHIO A
woman accused of drowning
her two daughters in a bathtub
wept in court Wednesday when
a prosecutor noted the sever
ity of the crimes and the girls’
ages in asking for the highest
possible bond.
The judge set it at $2 mil
lion.
Amber Hill, 22, who is
charged with two counts of
aggravated murder, bowed her

AMSTERDAM - The diseased
chestnut' tree th at comforted
Anne Frank while she hid from
Nazis dining World War II has
been granted a reprieve.
The 150-year-old tree was
due to be chopped down after
experts determined it could not
be rescued from the fungus and
moths that caused more than
half its trunk to rot.
The tree is familiar to mil
lions of readers of The Diary of
Anne Frank. It stands behind
the “secret annex” atop the
canalside warehouse where her
family hid during the Nazi occu

Kelly Oriandini, 18, were both charged
with underage consumption of alcohol
while at the Clove,Road Apartments.
On Sept. 28, an MSU employee reported
damage to her vehicle parked in Lot 42.

On Sept. 25, Carolyn McRimmon, 38, was
arrested and charged with possession of
cocaine and possession of drug parapher
nalia while at 30 Normal Avenue.

On Sept. 30, a student reported damage
to his vehicle parked in Lot 29.

On Sept. 26, a student reported the theft
o f hjs unsecured cellular phone and
money from Panzer Gym.

On Oct. 1, a student reported the theft
o f her hangtag from her unsecured vehi
cle parked in Lot 45.

On Sept. 26, Lorraine Gonzales, 20, and

On Oct. 1, an MSU employee reported

The M o n tcla rion is a freely distributed new spaper providing
one copy per person. A d d itio n a l copies are $0.25

C o rre c tio n s
The M ontclarion w illingly corrects its factual errors. If you think
that w e've made a mistake in a story, please call Editor-in-Chief
Karl de Vries at ext. 5230.

head throughout the brief court
hearing.
Her face contorted and she
cried when assistant city pros
ecutor Gayle Williams said, “The
victims being four and two years
of age represent perhaps the
most vulnerable in our society.
They deserved the right to be
protected.”
Judge Lauren Moore set Hill’s
bond at $1 million for each child.
Hill did not speak or enter a
plea at the hearing in Cleveland
Municipal Court.

i

Earlier, a British coroner at
the inquest said it may never
be known for certain whether
Princess Diana was pregnant
when she died in the Paris car
crash.
Lord Justice Scott Baker told
the jury at the inquest into the
deaths of the princess and her
lover Dodi Fayed that scientific
evidence might be unable to
demonstrate “one way or the
other” whether she was in the
early stages of pregnancy.
But he said they would hear
“intim ate” details of her per
sonal life.

On Sept. 25, a student reported being
harassed and threatened by her
roommate while at the Clove Road
Apartments.

Jon Preciado confirmed as student advocate.

handling of last week’s incident,
saying the school failed to' con
tact them even though their
daughter was at least an hour
late for school.
According to school officials,
the girl was woken up by an
aide but fell back to sleep and
did not get off at her stop. The
bus driver discovered the girl
when he did a mandatory check
of the bus, after his last stop
— an out of district placement
in Piscataway, Superintendent
Edward Hoffman said.
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Bookkeeper
Peter Junda

The Police
Report:

the hajj after the complaints the Attorney General’s office,
surfaced regarding last year’s which filed the suit in Superior
Court in New Brunswick last
trips, authorities said.
Abidi advertised and sold week.
the $4,500 packages — whiclr
included airfare, hotel and BOUND BROOK - A 6-yeartransportation costs — to more old special needs student from
than 50 people last year, author Bound Brook ended up in
ities said. But when the travel Piscataway after she fell asleep
ers arrived at John F. Kennedy on her school bus and missed
International Airport in New her stop at the LaMonte Annex
York on Dec. 20 for their depar Elementary School.
Parents of the child, who
ture flight, they were turned
away because Abidi did not pur has a learning disability, have
chase their seats, according to .complained about the district’s

pation of the Netherlands. Its
crown was just visible through
the attic skylight.
An appeals panel made two
separate decisions last week: one
upholding the right of the tree’s ,
owner to have it cut down any
time in the next two years, an d J
another granting a request by
the country’s Trees Institute to
investigate the possibility of sav
ing it, said Ton Boon, a spokes
man for Amsterdam’s Central
borough.
The tree is on the property of
Keizersgracht 188, adjacent to
the Anne Frank Museum.

the theft of a water pump from Panzer
Gym.
On Oct. 1, a student reported the theft
o f her unsecured wallet from Partridge
Hall.
On Oct. 2, Troy Cyburt, 19, and Daniel
Sullivan, 20, were both charged with
underage consumption of alcohol while
in Blanton Hall.
Anyone w ho has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call th e police station
from any campus phone a t T-l-P-S (8477). All
calls are strictly confidential.
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courtesy of the Office of Communications and Marketing

Faculty m em ber Jeff Friedman is now th e full-time d irecto r o f the broadcasting d ep art
ment.

LAUNDRY SERVICE

disparities.
“I love producing and directing televi
sion more now than I did 30 years ago. I’m
totally into it. If th at produces more Emmy
awards in the future, I certainly won’t turn
them down.”
Friedman was an adjunct professor in
the Department of Broadcasting for 11 years
before he became the director of the Dumont
Television Center last spring. He also taught
at Rutgers University-Newark and Fairleigh
Dickinson University in Madison.
“I love MSU,” Friedman said, “and, in
particular, I love working with the talented
students in the department.”
Friedman thinks th at the students at
Montclair State University have the poten
tial to win many industry awards, including
Emmy awards. He also believes th at MSU
helps to mold broadcasting students to be
ready to find their first job by the programs
developed and implemented by department
chair Larry Londino.

Friedman enjoys producing and directing projects that are of interest and service
to the campus and the New Jersey area.
His preferred genre of television is based in
informational programming.
“If it’s meaningful, then let’s go,”
Friedman said.
Friedman left his position as Newark
Station Manager and executive producer
at NJN Public Television to become the
director of the Dumont Television Center at
Montclair.
“Frankly, this is the only position in the
business I would have considered leaving
NJN for,” Friedman said. “And I’m loving
it.”
Friedman is currently directing multiple
television series, including One on One with
Steve Adubato, Saint Barnabas Health Care
Today and Tomorrow’s Medicine Today. He
recently directed and produced a Dionne
Warwick performance at the New Jersey
Performing Arts Center in Newark.
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Project COPE Supports
Paterson Student Activities
Jackie Sherman

Staff Writer

“Paterson is undergoing a crisis,” said
retired 10-year police officer Yessenia
Montalvo. Montalvo, a part-tim e employee
in the family and child studies department,
refuses to sit back and watchrthese Paterson
students be deprived of their full learning
experience due to the cutback of after-school
activities.
Montalvo is currently working on a fund
raiser that should interest and benefit many
people. This current fundraiser involves
purchasing a raffle ticket for only $10 in
University Hall room 2105.
According to Yessenia, this raffle is for a
Disney cruise. The cruise consists of a fourday land trip and a three-day sea trip. The
winner receives two tickets.
The name of the organization spon
soring the raffle is Project COPE
(Communities Organizing for Prevention
and Empowerment).
Montalvo explained th at she once had a
strong desire to start a non-profit organiza
tion herself to help the kids in Newark, and
she came across associate professor and pro
gram director of COPE, Dr. Robert J. Reid,
who led her to Project COPE.
“The Board of Education [of Paterson] is
cutting back on extra-curricular activities
due to budget cuts,” Montalvo said.
Reid referred to this cutback as “budget
ary constraints.” Montalvo asked if she could
participate in the COPE organization after
realizing the severity of the situation.
COPE focuses on students ages 8-24 and
is also the same organization that was in

charge of the recent 5K on campus.
Montalvo believes the kids in Paterson
deserve these extra-curricular activities and
said that she is willing to do all that she can

‘‘We’re trying to promote
any interests
[the students] may have.
We’ve taken it upon
ourselves to fill the void.”
Dr. Robert J. Read
Program Director of Project COPE

to help increase their low budget.
Reid said, “We’re trying to promote any
interests [the students] might have. We’ve
taken it upon ourselves to fill the void.”
Project COPE also focuses on prevention
services, including information on HIV and
AIDS, drug abuse and substance abuse.
Within Project COPE, they thrive off a oneyear federal grant funded by many organiza
tions.
Another upcoming event sponsored by
this organization will be a dinner dance
held in the city of Paterson around February
or March. Montalvo encourages people to
participate in these fundraisers because she
believes “these kids will be left in the dark”
otherwise.
Reid said, “We encourage people to come
volunteer, especially if they want to work
with children and do internships.”
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Suspect Identified in Diner
Terrorist Threat Complaint
Jackie Zygadlo
Staff Writer

In response to the community alert sent
on Sept. 21, an updated alert was sent to
all MSU students from Chief Paul Cell of
the Montclair State Police Department on
Thursday, Sept. 27 informing them th at the
man who made threatening comments at
Red Hawk Diner had been identified and
located.
A visitor to the campus, his comments
were in violation of state law, and he was
criminally charged with the offense of ter
roristic threats by the Montclair State
University Police Department’s Detective
Bureau.
After the alert was issued, information
received from the MSU community played
a large part in identifying the man. The
man was identified as 54-year-old Nathaniel
Hall from East Orange, a visitor to the
University.
According to Lt. Kieran B arrett, “Hall
was identified through witness accounts and
was further identified from our Detective
Bureau’s investigation, which led to his resi
dence in East Orange.” Hall’s mother, who
fives at the same residence in East Orange,
verified his location.
Hall’s comments were in violation of
N.J. Criminal Code 2C:12-3, which states:
“A person is guilty :of a crime of the third
degree if he threatens to commit any crime
of violence with the purpose to terrorize
another.”
Hall was charged with making a ter
roristic threat. The characterization of a ter
roristic threat is as follows: “A person may
be charged with terroristic threats if he/she
threatens to commit any crime of violence
with the purpose to terrorize another or
cause serious public inconvenience.
The main component of this is that it was
the threat th at brings the charge, not the

likelihood that it will occur or if the person
had the means to carry out the threat.
Incendiary remarks th at threaten the
livelihood or operations of community mem
bers are contrary to public order,” said
Barrett.
Hall is currently in police custody. He has
been a visitor to the University in the past,
but there have been no reports of him mak
ing threats at th at time.
In addition to the criminal charge, said
B arrett, “the University has issued a persona
non grata letter to him. This letter revokes
visitation to the campus and mandates a
charge of trespass should he return.”
B arrett gave the following advice in the
event of a future incident: “Community
members should report suspicious activity
when they see it in a safe manner by contact
ing the University Police Department.
The MSU community is our partner in
curtailing dangerous activity on campus. As
we take pride in our home town or state, we
must also take pride in this campus.”
This issue follows an incident th at
occurred at St. John’s University in Queens,
N.Y. on Sept. 26, in which 22-year-old stu
dent Omesh Hiramen was arrested after he
walked onto the campus wearing a George
W. Bush mask and carrying a .50-caliber
Wolf rifle. St. John’s University used text
messages to alert students of the gunman.
In his alert, Cell stated that in case of an
emergency, information’will be provided to
the community through a variety of meth
ods, including, but not limited to, Montclair
State University website postings, e-mail
notifications, on-campus LED signs and
Audix telephone messages and/or text mes
saging.
The Campus-Wide Emergency Plan,
available to anyone with a MSU Net ID,
gives more details on building and/or cam
pus evacuation and shelter-in-place, better
known as an emergency lockdown.

Wednesday, October 10 * 5-7:30 p.m.
Bishop Dougherty University Center
400 South Orange Avenue • South Orange, New Jersey
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Suspension
Continued From Page 1

notions that the party was comprised largely
of PIKE brothers and Sigma sisters from
MSU.
The fates of PIKE and Sigma — two of
the largest Greek social organizations on
campus — will be judged by an ad hoc judi
cial panel consisting of Student Government
Association and Greek Council members.
The Greek Council statutes provide recourse
to punishments for off-campus events.
T.J. Mark, chapter president of PIKE,
and Sarah Muso, Chapter president of Sigma,
received letters on Friday from Fatima
deCarvalho, director of the Center for
Student Involvement. The letter explained
the standard when a campus organization
loses privileges pending further action.
DeCarvalho said that although the final
reports have not yet been made available to
university authorities, the suspensions were
warranted due to the nature of the case.
“We can’t address these issues thoroughly
without having something [official] in w rit
ing,” said deCarvalho. “[In this case], the
alleged charges are severe enough th at we
needed to put [PIKE and Sigma] on suspen
sion until the investigation is completed.”
Pledging privileges are suspended
for PIKE and Sigma, as the letter from
deCarvalho prohibits “soliciting members
on University property.” DeCarvalho said
that if a suspended organization is discov
ered recruiting on campus, separate charges
would be brought up.

sanction for alcohol and drug violations is
expulsion. The minimum for alcohol viola
tions is a warning, and, for drug violations,
probation.
Dean James H arris is the university
ombudsperson and campus advisor to PIKE.
He said he will not be involved in the disci
plinary proceedings because of his role as
ombudsperson — a position that is by nature
im partial — and because of his association
with the chapter.
Harris himself is a brother of Pi Kappa
“We have to make a
Alpha, and he said that the national orga
change so that people see nization takes a great deal of interest in
events such as this. He has been advising
us for the good that we
the chapter since 1996, the first year of its
charter at MSU.
do, not the bad.”
“The national organization will always
act in interest [of Pi Kappa Alpha], and it
Suzanne Lockhart
also has strict standards of conduct,” said
Greek Council President
Harris.
H arris added that the students involved
will face dual accountability: possible sanc
said Lockhart, following a statement about tions from both the university and the Little
how most of the organizations present had Falls municipality.
“The situation at Rider caused everybody
foundations in philanthropy.
Students who were charged at the party in the country to take a look at what their
will be evaluated case by case, and taken situations are,” said Harris, in reference
into consideration by the Dean of Students’ to current Greek issues at MSU and the
office. Students can be held accountable effect of the recent Rider University hazing
for off-campus behavior according to the debacle.
The official Sigma Delta Phi roster sub
Student Code of Conduct. Punitive action
will depend on a variety of factors, but the mitted for SGA records does not list anyone
Code of Conduct cites that the maximum as a campus advisor.
At Tuesday’s Greek Council meeting, no
specific mention ofthe suspensions was made.
Greek Council President Suzanne Lockhart
made a brief statement about Greeks on cam
pus acting responsibly to establish a positive
image — a likely allusion to the PIKESigma party.
“We have to make a change so that people
see us for the good that we do, not the bad,”

PIKE has about 25 active members this
semester, and Sigma Delta Phi has 33 on
their official roster. Mark and Muso both
declined comment on the m atter of suspen
sion.
The owners of 53 Ridge Road in Little
Falls, Douglas and Lily Wen of Cedar Grove,
face housing violations relating to tom-down
smoke detectorg, according to a Herald News
report on the story. As of last week, the
Wens were considering allowing the tenants
to stay on the lease for a trial period.
Lily Wen said that there was no obvious
damage to the house when she arrived at
about 11 a.m. the morning of the party, but
th at there were bottles and beer cups every
where.
“I might just let them stay for a month
trial period and see if anything else hap
pens,” said Wen last Wednesday evening.
The prominent social fraternity and
sorority will not be participating in next
week’s homecoming events, as a result of
their suspension. Greek organizations par
ticipate annually in such events as the King
and Queen Talent Show and the Pep Rally.
They also decorate parade floats in their
Greek letters and colors the morning of the
homecoming parade.
The last Greek organization to be sus
pended was Delta Chi in December 2004.
They were facing charges in Morris County
for hazing in a public park after hours with
alcohol at the scene.

LSAT
GMAT
GRE
IVICAT
DAT
OAT
PCAT
Take a FREE practice test at this event and
you’ ll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!
M ontclair State U n iversity Practice T e sts
P C A T P ra ctice Test: 10/28/07, 10:30-12:30pm, Mallory Hall-161
G M A T P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 11:00-2:30pm, Richardson Hall-118
M O A T P ra ctice Test: 10/28/07, 11:30-3:00pm, Richardson Hall-1 02
L S A T P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 12:00-3:30pm, Mallory Hall-163
D A T P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 2:00-5:30pm, Mallory Hall-154
G R E P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 2:30-4:00pm, Mallory Hall-161
G R E P s y c h o lo g y P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 4:00-4:30pm, Mallory Hall-161
G R E B io lo g y P ractice Test: 10/28/07, 4:00-4:30pm, Mallory Hall-161

Sign up today! Call 1 -8 0 0 -KAP-TEST
or visit kaptest.com/practice.
‘ T e s t n a m e s a r e r e g is t e r e d t r a d e m a r k s o f t h e ir r e s p e c t iv e o w n e r s .

K A P L A N )
T E S T PREP A N D
ADMISSIONS
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JO E TOR RE ON TH E :A RT OK MAN AGIN

“A n eye for talent gives any team an edge ”

“W h eth er you’re scouting free agents or recruiting college graduates, to m e, and to J.H . C ohn,
you’re adding a teammate. A n individual whose education, character and collaborative nature are well suited to a
career in a personal services business.” As the largest regional accounting and consulting firm in the N ew York
area, J.H . C ohn has a lo t to offer accounting majors. In addition to superb training and a variety o f career paths,
there’s an even greater incentive: were going to help you love yourjob.
H ow A re You M anaging?3!?

SB J.H. COHN llp
Accountants and Consultants since 1919
M ajor offices in N ew York, California, C onnecticut and throughout N ew Jersey w w w .jhcohn.com

1-877-704-3500

The Greatest
lecture Ever Given
Dr. Rob G ilbert
Department of Exercise Science and Physical
Education

Wow! I ju st watched the professor’s talk. I ’m
sm iling and crying at the same time.
—Ed Smith, author and speaker

Matthew M cCullough | The Montdarion
In a corner of Café Diem, visitors to The Normal Review poetry reading crammed to watch writers read their own work and for fans to read others.

Cummings Would Have Been Proud
No Place to la y
Oar Weary Heads

Café Diem Houses its First Student Event to
the Delight of Poetry Lovers
Jessica Lozak
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

Alicia Ft'ghhi
Staff Writer

You stav up all night going over and over
your notes, page after page in the thick text.
By the time you’re done, it s just in time to
see the sunrise as you get ready for class
You grab a quick cup of coffee and stroll
to the classroom. You sit down and stare at
the paper, but the words blur as you struggle
to keep your eyes open. The answers are all
there in your head Unfart iinau’ly, youn too
tired v> dig the answers nut and jot them
down. I l l f i l l l !
¡§8 ¡1
After you have finished the test, you
stagger up to the professor’s desk to hand
it in. Willi vour eye- half opt n. y>u »tumble
out of lh<- classroom and meander to tour
Tin-» i» not a strategy to ace a test Even
though \ou probably knt-w the answers, the
all mghtei of cramming and sleep depriva
tion buried the unstvt rs iri your brain
“We .-ei the afic-cls of sleep deprivation on
many levels here on campus.' »aid Barbara
Ackerson, of the University Health Center,
adding th at college students are among the
most sleep-deprived people in the country.
According to a study through Brown
University m 2001. onlv 11 peiceJil of col
lege students get adequate sleep and about
73 percent have occasional sleep problems.
Also, 30 percent of women and 18 percent of
men said they had suffered from innomnin
in the last three months, defined a» hnvmg "too little nr pom quality of sleep.’ and
over half reported feeling sleepy during the
morning
College students are going to bed one to
two hours later and sleeping one hour less
than they did a generation ago, according to
the University of Michigan Sleep Disorders
Center. "Sleep deprivation is cumimilotivv.
Confirmed on Page 14

Imagine being a college professor, and
you’re preparing to give your very last lec
ture ever. Now imagine delivering this lec
ture before 500 of your colleagues and stu
dents — along with friends and relatives.
What do you ¿by when you’re presenting
the last lecture of your career? Professor
Randy Pausch knew exactly what to say.
This actually happened on Tuesday, Sept.
18 at Carnegie Mellon University, when
Pausch, a 46-year-old computer science pro
fessor and a world-class expert in virtual
reality, gave his last lecture. He didn’t give
his last lecture because he was retiring — he
gave his last lecture because he is dying. He
has pancreatic cancer and his doctors told
him that he has only a few weeks left to
live.
Professor Pausch didn’t just give a lec
ture — he gave the lecture. In fact, it is the
best lecture or speech of any type th at I have

It was Monday night, and campus night
life for the week was just getting started.
Inside Café Diem, the blender and steam er
were going full blast. The smell of a dozen
coffee products and paninis filled the air
while the room was packed to the gills with
inquiring bystanders and the usual custom
ers. But something unusual happened in
the right comer of the café th at night, some
thing th at has never happened before.
An event! Yes, it’s true. Even Café Diem
cannot escape th at oh-so-inevitable pull of
organizations and their plight for event
space. It was only a m atter of time before
the beloved new campus hot-spot was made
victim. And what better event to have in a
coffee shop than a poetry reading? Now, it
might sound stereotypical, but no one who
attended the poetry reading would argue
th at stereotypes aren’t useful for getting
people to attend.
A m akeshift stage was arranged in the
far comer of the café, a single chair stand
ing by the window as other chairs arched
around it. The sparse tables between the
chairs were littered with old copies of The
Normal Review, the organization who host
ed the event. Members of the co-sponsors,
Japan Club and Spectrums, sat or stood in
attendance. Non-members, such as myself,
also attended with wide-eyes and eager

ears.
There was no microphone, but the read
ers did their best to project their work to
the huddled masses. A variety of writers
went forth to share their original work, each
poem and short story expressing a new sub
ject and idea. Other people chose to read the
work of famous artists, like a few members
of Japan Club who bravely stepped forth and
delivered some translated Japanese poetry,
or even works th at came right out of The
Normal Review itself.
Café Diem provided a good, albeit noisy,
background for the event, attracting the
attention of visiting patrons and getting out
the names of the organizations sponsoring
the event. It was a refreshing sight to find
th at the reading became standing room only
after only a few performances. People walk
ing by would look in the windows to see what
was going on, beckoned in by curiosity and
the need for a latte.
B ernadette M arciniak, the editor-inchief of The Normal Review, was pleased
with the event, as were most of the others in
attendance. The only complaints to be heard
was the need for a microphone, or a quieter
espresso machine. My only complaint is that
it took so long to get an event held in the
new café. A definite thanks is given to The
Normal Review and its co-sponsors for get
ting the ball rolling. Hopefully it won’t be the
last time we hear poetry in the air at Café
Diem.

Matthew M cC ullou gh | The Montdarion

Professor Randy Pausch, a former professor at
Carnegie Mellon University, presented the last
lecture of his career on Sept. 18,2007.

ever seen, heard or read.
The lecture is mesmerizing. I’ve been
watching it over and over again in awe. I
even took notes for you. In this article are
some of the most memorable quotes from Dr.
Pausch’s last lecture.
I hope reading these words inspires
you to view the entire 80-minute lecture
yourself. You can see it on my blog at
G ilb ertS u cc essH o tlin e .b lo g sp o t.co m
(Message #173).
„ “We cannot change the cards we are dealt
—just how we play our hand.”
“I don’t know how not to have fun — I’m
dying and I’m having fun. And I’m going
to keep having fun every day I have left
because there’s no other way to play.”
“Experience is what you get when you
didn’t get what you wanted.”
“The brick walls are there for a reason.
The brick walls are not there to keep us out;
the brick walls are there to give us a chance
to show how badly we want something. The
brick walls are there to stop the people who
don’t want it badly enough. They are there to
stop the other people!”
“Brick walls let us show our dedication.
Continued on Page 11
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The pictured people in th e follow
ing seetion are in no way associ
ated w ith the following quotes.* *
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depart from the YMCA parking lot at 10
p.m. promptly, so make sure to be back
in time.

MSU
E - m a il s u b m is s io n s to

MStTFeatures@gmail.oom

The
Karl de Vries wowed audiences
with his interpretation of
(leorgp Carlin’s famous
“Modem Man” mono
logue. Let’s see if anyone
can m eet th at high-stan
dard this yet*; »* s v , w

Sunday, O ct 7

"No m ore
girth-talking! "
"We're gonna
borrow the
car to go to
L.A., euz it's
only like 8
hours away"
"I don't think
th at's legal
anyw here but
in Vermont."
"Emilio
»
stevez,
th e M ighty
Duck m an
himself."

, Thursday, Oct 4
Ig

Tuesday, Oct. 9 H
I: you h;jvt Mime tree lime before or after
jffjds> torl.ii, make. sure Lu drop In “The
about Human Slavery* from 10-11:15 am , in
Dickson Cohan Lounger Learn about an
Linpr.itant human rights issu«' and also
mipi«.> new people with tour «octal «.iivy.

"I don't fa rt th a t loud,
though. When I
fa rt a t night,
it's really
quiet."

We love shaved heads, guttural
grunting and homoerotic touch
ing as much as anyone, which is
why we suggest checking out the
WWE Pay-Per-View W restling
event No Mercy at 8 pan. in the
SC Ratt. This year, the annual
championship will feature all
stars such as John Cena, Randy
Orton and The Great Khali.

But Really, Who Doesn’t Love a Good
I
I
Icebreaker? J S S k *
Monday, Oct. 8
Slumber parties w ith role-playing frai guys
sounds a little seamy to us, but the student
government assures us th at the SGA/Greek
Retreat, which runs until Sunday in Frost
Valley, N.Y.. is* all very responsible and
■édúcáfádaéí. Rôr "bilie information, contact
8ga@mail.montclair.edu. A ssistant News
Bditor Diana Salameh will be representingThe Montclarion, so, if you
prob
lems, be sure to raise them with her.
•*

Saturday, Oct. 6

"Dude, I don't
w ant to go to
a poetry
reading! Isn't
th a t gay?"

lf f i|g A y !

Just Get a Roam
Already

Stuck in Traffick

We Still Think They Should Have
a Swim suit Competition
It’s that time of year again, and today
marks the first day of Homecoming
Week. While we often give Montclair
a
raw
dekl, we have
school
— s spirit. It’s
just
t h e
5

After All, T h ^ M B

Weal TheM mtciarioa
are still working hard
a t our diets so that
we can show lift at
M asquerade Ball
carrying n large
skinny Oprah circa
1988,
Uv
OnjSaf our tricks? Weight
Watcher Points The fewer
number ol points you consume
earlier in Ihe day allows you to
drink as much a» you ward. Inter in
the night. Which is Hie perfect diet
for our druifkenj:^iaciated , asses.
People interested in joining Weight
Watchers on Campus, which j&et&r
every Tuesday a t l p m in Sprague
Library, «hmiM fantari-. KnthW n
Costello a t extension 6853.
•

* I. . ;

Wednesday, Oct, 10
We’ll Probably Relent and Do the Red
Hawk Dance

Colbert
After a "while; getting' drunk in yOtfr ,
Village apartm ent on a Saturday night gets
old. MSU has the advantage of being located
irt one of the hipped! town« in New Jersey
Take advantage of your outside surroundings and take the free shuttle to TOnumfinM
Ave. when it leaves the Red Hawk Deck at 5
pan. Some of the attractions on Bloomfield
Ave. -include a movie th e a te r,, Rascal’s
Comedy Club, and many great restaurants

m m kin d
of
a ffe c tio n
a ' WASPy mother
shows to her fat daughter. WeYefond of
MSU, which is why we’re more than happy
to partake at today’s HamectmnngBBQ a t 12
pjm. in the SC Quad. Because if there'-* any
thing we love more.than MSU,"it’s food. And
if .tM r^s‘anything wo love more than food,
it’s free food. After th at’s over, head on over

We have to be honest. Wd’ve never been to a
pep rally hufon:, We usually took th at oppor
tunity in high school to sneak out onto the
roof and chain-smoke. So the Homecoming
Pep Rally following the soccer game seems
like a good opportunity to see what we
missed back in the Dark Ages. As for the
fireworks? Icing on the cake. We here a t The
Montchrioa love those giant jazz hands in
the sky, and ary chance to see them after
.July 4th Id a i

Du need a loaf of
bread and some
water."

PHO fo OF THE ù e m
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W ithin the wrath of sweaty, slip p e ry a rm s one m u st realize th at n a tio n a lly touring^iM
are used to'havi.ng bod ies flu ng at th em /Y es, th M ;f ^ h ) n ^ n s B ayside lead singer A rif
Raneri, who w as q u ick to stop the black-h ood ie sp o rtin g fa?F#orri-diving into the stage.

Justina Villanueva I The Montclarion
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mis Is an awkward uestion te ask. I have been Involved with a man online for a couple months A
\
[and we care deeply or one another even going so far as to say "I love you." We've even had
thene sex but havenrt met in real life yet. wy question Is this: When we finally meet, is it a good,
dea te have sex right away?
Virtual Cyber Insanity'

Q

Mi

Karl de Vries
Editor-in-Chieî

Well it sounds as if you’ve done the hard
part — connecting on a personal level with
your mystery man. Assuming that the
phone sex you had with this gentleman was
clean, All-American and filled with various
scatological messages, it’s hopefully not in
doubt th at he’s a level headed guy and not
about to stuff your head into a refrigerator.
For a direct answer, I would say give it
some time to “feel him out,” so to'speak.
Your man, for all you know, isn’t quite ready
to go the distance either; you don’t knotf
until you’ve asked. Perhaps he’s content
with getting some malted milkshakes at
Johnny Rockets; maybe he wants to just
hook up, or maybe he wants to give you a
presentation of the skills th at made him an
all-state trombone player in high school.
Have sex when you feel like it’s the
right time to have sex. There’s no need
to put unwarranted or unnecessary pres
sure on either yourself or your cyber-boy.
Presumably, you “love” him for the man he
is, not the broadness of his shoulders or the
girth of his ... biceps.
Besides, there’s a big difference between

speaking to people over the phone and meet
ing them in person. On the phone I sound'
like I’m 6’3” with a baritone register
that could make chocolate melt. In
reality, I’m an Anthony Michael
Hall look-a-like with a Woody Allen
complex. Take the
cue of all too
many women
whom I’ve
met in my
life; save your
final judgment
for when you
get a chance to
converse with
him face-to-face.
Best of luck to
you; hopefully
your
boy
friend’s looks
w ill
have
more in com
mon with Johnny
Depp than th at of,
say, Quasimodo.
And remember,
there are no
awkward ques
tions — ju st
awkward peo
ple.

SHE

know who they are.
A couple of months of getting to know
someone, in person or in cyberspace, is not
Diana Salameli
a long time. There are so many layers to a
Assistant New s Editor
person that take years to uncover. Consider
couples th at get divorced. It can take a 30Online dating is a tricky situa year marriage to make someone realize that
tion. You never know who is behind they don’t know their mate at all.
I think you should stop saying the “L
their sleazy Dell com
word.”
It’s dangerous. This is not junior high
puter, jacking off
to images of when you can flit the word around as if it is a
P a m e l a dodge ball in gym" class. Say it if you mean it,
after jrou’ve experienced real-life aspects to
your relationship. You could end up not even
liking him. He could have a weird obses
sion with Ugly Betty, or maybe he picks his
nose.
As for the phone sex, well, that’s pretty
risky of you. I hope you’ve enjoyed twid
dling yourself, since having sex with your
Internet buddy is definitely not a good idea
Anderson at first. When you meet him, you should go
into your real-life relationship as if you are
before
she
got starting from scratch. Get to know him all
her implants over again. It’ll make the sex much better
taken out. Online when the time is right. Don’t feel pressured
relationships, while to do it either. Doing the nasty should be
they may seem real, reserved for a time when you tru st your
aren’t. If you. can’t beau enough to know th at he was not lying
look a person in the about the girth offris manhood. None of your
eye when they tell homy fantasies can’t be solved with mucho
you things, you’ll never masturbation.

Ilf you have any questions you would like answered by our team of sex and relationship advisors;
send an e-m aii to MSUieaturedginaU.com with He Said She Said In the sunject line;

HOMECOMING W EEK DISCOUNT
Receive 10% off all MSU clothing from
October 8th -1 3th*
Whether you are a current student, proud alum, or a diehard fan we
have something for you. Come to the Montclair State University
Bookstore for a special Homecoming Week Discount.
*Valid 10/8/07 -10/13/07. May not be combined with any other offer. Valid in-store and on select items only. Limit one coupon per customer. Excludes textbooks, gift cards,
■ diploma frames, clearance items, previous and online purchases, calculators, computer hardware, supplies and software, and professional reference. Void if copied,
transferred, and where prohibited by law. See store for details.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY

follettüom
ONLINE. ON CAMPUS.

Student C enter B uilding • Phone:(973)655-5460
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with Career Coach Alicia
Feghhi

0

Q:What should I put in
a résumé?
A resume is a one-page summary of your skills, accomplishments, experience and educa
tion designed to capture a pro
spective employer’s interest and
result in an interview. It pinpoints qualifica
tions relevant to a particular career.
Remember th at a resume is your first
chance to impress a potential employer. It
should represent the accomplishments you
are most proud of.
Additional resumes are required when
applying for different career fields. Do not
use general resumes.

A

^
^

your degree.
* Work experiences from most to least
recent. Include the business name, position
held and time frame.
* Action verbs to identify skills.
* Your accomplishments and what the
results were, rather than just listing respon
sibilities. Show, don’t just tell.
* Skills: technical, computer, foreign lan
guage, etc.
* Activities and awards.
* “References available upon request.”
* Proofread! Grammar and punctuation
errors display carelessness and may be
tossed in the trash.

than you think. We're the National EndOftfhent

„

for Financial Education, a nonprofit foundation
with nothing to sell and a lot to tell. For over 3 0
years, we’ve helped people just like you get sm ait
about their money. Come to us for sound advice
and practical information on how to start achieving
all your financial goals. For everything from
getting out of debt to managing your money wisely
to saving for the future - we’re here to help,

www . smartaboutmoney . org

I t s time to get smart about your money.

Resumes should include:
* Name and contact information at the
top.
• An objective^
• Education and GPA if 3.0 or higher.
Include the dates of enrollment, major and
minor and the year you expect to receive

Alicia Feghhi is pursuing a masters in
counseling with a concentration in student
affairs/higher education. E-mail your ques
tions regarding résumés, interview prepa
rations, job hunting or any other general
career questions to msncareercoach@gmail.
com.

w=can help
It. lls S i

Lecture_________ _

Continued From Page 8

They are there to separate us from the
people who don’t really want to achieve their
childhood dreams.”
“[Have] fun by learning something
hard.”
“We [professors] learn from our stu
dents.
“If you wait long enough, people will sur
prise and impress you.”
“Tell the truth.”
“Apologize when you screw up.”
“Focus on other people, not on yourself.”
“Don’t bail: The best of the gold is at the
bottom of the barrel of crap.”
“When you do the right thing, good stuff
has a way of happening.
“When people give you feedback, cherish
it and use it.”
“Show gratitude.”
“Don’t complain—just work harder.”

C a n

te l

G et the beautiful smile
you’ve always wanted,
without braces.
M atthew J . Peluso, DM D, M S
Board Certified Orthodontist
NJ Speciality # 5629
441 Pompton Avenue
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009
www.usabraces.com
(973) 239-6300

Bfc.oritactrZmnBieSilT^CHfèf
if

Dr. Rob Gilbert is the author o f “How to
Have Fun Without Failing Out: 430 Tips
from a College Professor.” To see Professor
Pausch’s entire lecture, visit GilbertSucc
essHotlineblogspot.com For daily motiva
tion, call Dr. Gilbert’s Success Hotline at
(973)743-4690.

I ’m w e a r i n g ®
I n v is a lig n ?

F W S m s I g h ir l
■ ^ W a n te d ■
■K a r l Ü lI t f iiie s, v

you

“Be good at something — it makes you
valuable.”
“Be prepared. ‘Luck’ is when preparation
meets opportunity.”
“Work hard.”
“Never lose the child-like wonder. It’s just
too important. It’s what drives us.”
“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.”
“Never give up.”
“Anything is possible.”
Watch this lecture — it just might change
your life.

1

invisalignr
s ta rt

sm iling

m -o r e~

-S aturday and Evening
A ppointm ents
-Free C onsultation ($160 value)
-$500 discount fo r Invisalign
treatm ent w ith MSU ID

A
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NEW JERSEY’S TWENTY- FIFTH ANNUAL

LAW SCHOOL
ADMISSIONS DAY
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 18,2007 10 AM - 2 PM
Student Center Ballrooms A, B, C

Advantages of Attending:
•
•
•
•
•

Talk face-to-face with Representatives
Obtain Information & Applications
Receive L.S.A.T. Information
Get a head start on Admission
Hear Panel on Admissions Process -1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m>

__

Among the law schools that have attended this event in prior years are:
Albany
Cardozo
Cornell
Columbia
Regent
Suffolk
Villanova
Widener

Michigan State
Golden Gate
U. of Connecticut
District of Columbia
U. of Pennsylvania
Seton Hall University
U. of Maryland
Thomas Cooley

Quinnipiac
New York Law
Dickinson
New England
Ohio Northern
Rutgers-N ewark
Rutgers-Camden
Wayne State

Hofstra
Drake
Fordham
CUNY
Pace
Touro
Brooklyn
St. John’s

Sponsored by:

Student Government Association of MSU
Co-Sponsored by:

Rutgers University-Newark Career
Development Center
Educational Opportunity Fund Legal Studies
Phi Alpha Delta Law Fraternity International
Political Science & Law Club,
A Class III Organization of S.G.A.

The state o f learning in New Jersey.
For further information call:
Organized and Hosted by:

Montclair State University,
Department of Political Science & Law

Dept, of Political Science & Law (973) 655-4238

T h e Mo n tc lar io n
WWW.THEMONTCLARiON.ORG
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Camille N. Naipaul
Staff Writer

It was absolutely dead. It was thebeginning of the week, but no clients were in
sight, with even the hallway leading to the
entrance as dull as the lighting. No custom
ers and no sales means no work — these
waves are either extremely rushed, hecticly
frustrating, stress-filled predicaments or
absolutely silent, meaning time to spare. So
my co-worker and I did what most women
do together when they share time — flip
through celebrity magazines and gossip or,
my favorite, look through the high fashion
magazines like Vogue, Elle and Vanity Fair.
These fashion guides show us what is hot,
who is wearing what and how and intro
duces the upcoming must-haves.
The new 0 (the Oprah magazine) reveals
this season’s coats from Macy’s, with bold,
classic black-and-white tweeds and elaborate
hoods on a plaid black-and-white pea coat.
Black and white can be explored further at
White House I Black Market. Even teacher-
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approved Ann Taylor advertisements show
off their zebra belts and matching pointed
toe heels. A n im al prints and exaggerated
double-breasted jackets with gigantic collars
are now im itating shoulder pads from the
‘80s, accompanied fay lovely thin and chunky
patent belts, engraved with python, alliga
tor, leopard or cheetah prints.
As a convenient addition, a mini purse
is newly attached to these* stylish belts,
centered with shiny or interesting buckle
pieces. Belts can be worn with the come
backs of rider pants and peasant tops with
poofy sleeves and belled cuffs, reminiscent of
an early 19th century or western feel. While
the leggings are still hanging around from
last summer, they are here to add style and
comfort to any mini-piece or tunic.
If you are conservative, then tight, skin
ny jeans or silk one-pieces may not be for
you, so check out Urban O utfitter’s and
Anthropologie’s new selections that m ar
ket several crocheted scarves and sweaters
coated in rich eggshell, turquoise or m ustard
tones, with a lot of stripes on their boyish
braided racer-back tops. As for the pants,
many are still cropped and high-waisted in a
choice of denim or wool pencil skirts, flared
trousers and blazer business sets. BeBe’s
runway collection includes these pieces,
stunningly posed by the flawless Rebecca
Romijn, who wears the 1940s oh-so-well.
Fabrics range in texture from satin to knit
like pieces and tweed patterns.
As we continued to kill time flipping
through Vanity Fair and the new In Style,
winter was on our minds, so the jackets
that resembled Sherlock Holmes’s top-piece,
with less flare and more figure flattering
concept, caught our eyes. Trench coats and
bubble dresses were draped on celebrities
and runway models, continuing to blend the
old with the new.
For the nightlife, V-neck go-go
dresses, long-sleeved minis or sequined
tunics are all integrating their way back
into the fashion industry from the 1960s.
We cannot forget shoes and bags, which can
make or break a perfect ensemble. Keep
suede pumps, peep-toe or patent wedges
(with buttons for a cute accent), while penny
loafer-like T-strap sling backs are perfect
for comfort and style in m ustard, royal blue,
fuschia or the classic black-and-white. For
the daring shoe lovers, shell boots, foldover booties, platforms, wingtips and even
sequined tennis shoes are in your option
list.
As for bags, hobos may always be hang
ing in our closets next to our clutches, but
the new bags elaborated with pleats, zippers,
buckles and anim al prints, or trimmed with
patent leather, are mandatory. Just remem
ber, if the color reminds you of Crayola, and
you go crazy for it, snatch it up.
Since I am always rushing for class or
work, sometimes it may be difficult to be
fashionable in a rush; a belt, however, always
seems to pull everything together. Two-tone
bangles and massive chains will make a
T-shirt and jean outfit perk. There is never
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Every image within the collage represents a
trend that originated in the past and is now
fashionable again.

enough time to make sure our locks are frizzless and perfect, but there is a two-second
solution in the 1960s headband. Gigantic
buttons, suspenders or fedora hats in boyish
patterns are cool accessories th at can make
your fall ensemble unique whether going out
on a date or just cruising.
The most talked-about topic among
women may be fashions, whether it’s phys
ically exhibiting it, criticizing it or just
admiring the new fashion. It is evident that
style repeats a cycle throughout time, includ
ing hair, music, shoes and even cars.
Big stars like Kanye West can’t help but
look like Tony Montoya from Scarface in
his white suits and shades, and is transfer
ring that look into his music by sampling
the ‘80s Norwegian band A-Ha in his new
hit “Stronger.” People in the media and
music industries are stain in g the eyes of
the fashionable youth of today with their
‘80s makeup and outfits, like singing sensa
tion Rihanna, who rocks her 1920s bob as
perfectly as the large LL Cool J gold links
banging from her neck.
I was able to catch a glimpse at the follow
ing, right before 17 clients stormed through
the door. It featured sultry actresses like
Eva Mendez, Scarlett Johansson and Jessica
Alba, who posed for the camera, topped off
with their voluptuous updos from the ‘60s.
Christina Aguilera’s new pictures polished
her old, raunchy images with the elegant
1930s blond bombshell look, which is also
reflected in her new sound.
It is unmistakable th at time repeats
itself through clothing, accessories and even
music, so whatever your preference, there
is something but there for you, since each
individual creates an aura of his own when
stepping into his threads.
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so if students lose one hour of sleep per night,
in one week’s time it is equal to one night of
sleep deprivation!” exclaimed Ackerson.
Sleep-deprived commuters are also a con
cern in term s of drowsiness. Driver fatigue
is responsible for 100,000 motor vehicle
accidents and 1,500 deaths per year, accord
ing to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.
Ackerson said sleep is im portant because
it restores body functions, strengthens the
immune system and m aintains the circa
dian rhythms, which is the “internal body
dock” th at regulates the 24-hour cycle of
biological processes in anim als and plants.
It also helps students remember what they
learned, which is in part due to rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep. Therefore, cram
ming the night before a test and sleeping
only a few hours decreases one’s ability to
remember new information.
In fact, sleep-deprived students perform
much worse than students who get a good
night’s sleep. A study conducted in 2003 at
S t Lawrence University in Canton, N.Y.,
researched the sleeping patterns and tran 
scripts of 111 students to see the relationship
between sleep and their GPAs. Two-thirds of
the students said th at they had pulled at
least one all-nighter during a semester. The
results showed th at college students who get
less sleep are more psychologically unstable,
have lower GPAs and are more anxious and
more irrational. “All of these lead to decrease
in grade performance, usually because of
a decrease in class attendance,” Ackerson
said, “or, if attending class, a decrease in the
comprehension of the m aterial.”
Ackerson said students who get le sr sleep
tend to worry more, a side effect of sleep
deprivation. Some stressors for students
include relationship problems and losses,
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Chronic insomnia is an affliction that affects so many MSU students each year. It can last for a
month or longer.

academic demands, work and financial con
cerns. These increase stress, which can lead
to insomnia: the failure to fell or stay asleep.
According to the National Institutes of
Health’s National Center for Sleep Disorders
Research (NCSDR), about 30 to 40 percent
of adults have some symptoms of insomnia
in one year. Transient insomnia lasts a few
nights, whereas short-term insomnia lasts two
to four weeks of poor sleep. Ackerson said one
of the main causes of short-term or transient
insomnia th at college students experience is
due to a change in thé sleeping environment.
Other causes include recent stressful life situ
ations such as exams, excessive noise or light
and unpleasant room tem perature changes.

Chronic insomnia is poor sleep that
lasts about a month or longer, affecting 10
to 15 percent of adults, according to the
NCSDR. Ackerson said this often results
from a combination of factors, including
underlying physical or mental disorders.
Common causes of chronic insomnia are
depression, asthm a, sleep apnea and rest
less leg syndrome. Behavioral factors that
lead to chronic insomnia are an increased
use of highly caffeinated beverages and
alcohol, drug abuse, working overtime or
late shifts and chronic stress. “
“The most common complaints we hear
from students are daytime fatigue, inabil
ity to concentrate, anxiety and depression,”

Ackerson said. “There is also an impaired
immune response, so we frequently see an
increase in viral illnesses about one month
into the semesters.”
Ackerson said a lack of sleep can lead to
difficulty concentrating; impaired memory,
lethargy and a weakened immune system.
The cognitive deficits caused by inadequate
sleep are a decrease in short-term memory,
poor mood, low energy and poor judginent.
T r ansient and short-term insomnia may
not require treatm ent, since episodes last
only a few days at a time. These can be cured
by adopting behavioral techniques, such as
studying days or weeks in advance before
an exam as opposed to cramming the night
before. Another technique is to schedule
classes in the afternoon or at night, rather
than morning classes.
Chronic insomnia is more complex. It
involves diagnosing and treating underly
ing medical or psychological problems and
then identifying behaviors th at may worsen
insomnia and stopping or reducing them.
Sleeping pills are another option, which may
be prescribed or bought over the counter.
Ackerson said prescription sleep aids may
lead to addiction and become ineffectual
if used for long periods of time. Therefore,
they are prescribed at the lowest dose and
for the shortest time in order to relieve the
symptoms. She urges those who take sleep
ing pills to be under the supervision of a
physician.
When MSU shuts down for the day, its
students should get the recommended seven
to nine hours of shuteye in order to m aintain
optimum health and learning capabilities. If
they are stressed about school, work, rela
tionships or other concerns, health experts
recommend students seek professional help
if needed. Then they can sleep on it.
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Kl THE SC BALLR01MS:

Justina Villanueva | T/ie M ontclarion

Anthony Raneri, th e frontm an for the band Bayside, croons to an enthusiastic and hyperactive crow d during Class O ne C oncerts' W elcome Back show on Sept. 28,

W H f iO M E B A C K :

Class One Concerts Hosts
Their First Show of the Year

Jessica Suico

Feature Editor

Justina Villanueva | The M ontclarion

Bayside guitarists Jack O 'Shea
(above) and Anthony Raneri (bot
tom left), along with bassist Nick
G hanbarian (bottom right), plav to
an eager front row am ia a multi
tude of amps.

During the mundane daily grind, the
Student Center is many things. It is a res
taurant, where you can obtain your daily food
favorites. It is a pathway, walking through
the hallways to avoid mid-morning traffic
outside of University Hall. It is a one-stop
shop, the C-store and bookstore being the
general stores of the campus community. To
a select few, it is a sanctuary, where people
gather together within the bowels of the
annex in offices and enclaves th at few people
know exist. The Student Center is ordinary
and forgettable. So why were students crowd
surfing the length of the SC Ballrooms?
On Friday, Sept. 28, Class One Concerts
held their annual Welcome Back Concert in
the SC main ballrooms. At 5 p.m., an hour
before the doors to the ballrooms would open
for the concert, the Student Center became
something extraordinary as the lead singer
and rhythm guitarist of the band Bayside
performed his sound check and strummed life
into the tired and abused building.
It was a gathering of a rag-tag group
of bands, sprawled outside of the ballroom
enjoying the last Friday of September, look
ing undistinguished, like the Student Center
itself. But if you looked closer upon walking
through the back terrace of the annex, you
might have almost crashed into a member of

Whole Wheat Bread while heading to class.
You might have even had a glimpse of Jack
O’Shea from Bayside smoking a cigarette, or
seen members of Phenomenal Me relaxing at
one of the metal picnic tables. And how could
you miss Mikey Vasilik from Inamere face
planting the pavement while trying a jump off
a faulty cement tile? Everything was normal
at th at point, except for the excess of people
crowding outside and the buzzing of electric
guitars.
“We were doing it for the kids,” Chris
Guglielmo, drummer of Bayside, said after the
show. And those supposed “kids,” a barrage
of college students and high schoolers in all
shapes and sizes, rocked harder and moshed
harder and became a part of something bigger:
bringing life to the Student Center Ballrooms
and showing the bands th at they aren’t just
a bunch of slacker college students who can’t
have fun. And they proved this while selling
out the event.
The four bands, which were pretty much
picked out of a hat and thrown onto the stage,
were a non-stop tour de force of talent handed
to Montclair State University students on a
silver platter by C1C. They became a part of
a mundane Friday afternoon and made it feel
like they were always a piece of the Montclair
experience.
Phenomenal Me, formerly known as Avenue,
Continued on Page 17
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24 Hours 01 Madness

Newband Innovates
Periormance at MSU

Matthew M cC u llough | The M ontclarion

jimmy Nye attem pts to smoke a faux dove during th e Theater 24 perform ance of

Commencement Catastrophes.
Jessica Lozak

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

The sun was setting over Montclair State
University on a chilly Saturday evening, and
instead of being out at a party or home for
the weekend like any normal MSU student,
I was sitting in the bare Players Theater
with four other people, a few cans of diet
soda, a laptop and an idea. We’d been there
since 6 p.m. laying out ideas, designing char
acters and writing dialogue for this fall’s
new installm ent of Theater 24.
This event has been a staple of the
Players organization for years. In fact, the
event grew so much in popularity th at the
organization extended it for the spring as
well as fall semester last year. What is
Theater 24, you ask? It is an event where
a group of w riters and actors get together
(the writers from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m., and the
actors the reverse) to script and perform a
unique, never-before-seen play within 24
hours. Impossible? Only for the rational.
This year, a group of five w riters, consist
ing of Christine Adamo, Laura Nappo, Doug
McIntyre, M att Whelan and myself, pumped
out a script in less than 10 hours. After a
trip to the diner and a few pots of the finest
coffee to be found in the Student Center at

2 a.m., Commencement Catastrophes was
bom.
After the script was printed, stapled and
ready to go, the writers headed home for
some well-deserved sleep while the actors
roused themselves for their half of the job.
These poor, tired souls, such as Jimmy
Nye, Joey Wilson, John and Raquel Ford,
Lena Chilingerian, and the sleep-hating
McIntyre, practiced diligently to bring the
script to life.
At 8 p.m. on Sunday night, the cur
tain went up on this production. Suddenly,
the average college student actors became
the dysfunctional members of a parallel
Montclair universe: the peppy over-achiever,
the gay theater nerd, the femme lesbian, the
tomboy, the stoner, the penis-obsessed jock
and the creepy Chinese professor.
It poked fun at some recognizable
Montclair figures and the SGA (calling it
the AGS), as well as events like graduation.
All in all, it was just like the real Montclair,
only funnier and with a lot more parking.
This is a well-loved event th at brightens
a semester, whether you participate in the
creation or just watch it. There is no need
to be a member of Players or have any prior
theater writing or acting experience, only a
love of ftm and creativity.

courtesy o f M ik e Peters

Music perform ed by New band, featuring m ultitonal instrum ents invented by
Harry rartch and conductor and N ew band co-founder Dean Drum mond.

David Clarke

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

The arts calendar at Montclair
State University this fall kicked off
with a performance by Newband, an
MSU residential experimental cham
ber orchestra. The night highlighted
the works of two contrasting com
posers, Edgard Varese and H arry
Partch.
The evening began with a solo
performance by Stefani Starin, co
founder of Newband. The flutist per
formed Varese’s 1936 piece, Density
21.5. The title refers to the density of
platinum in a flute, and it’s a fitting
title, breaking down the flute to its
core while taking the instrum ent to
new places. The solo performance was
refined yet raw, startlingly complex
for a solo piece and for its short run
ning time.
Following the solo performance,
conductor and Newband co-founder

Dean Drummond led an eight-piece
ensemble (seven winds and one double
bass) in the second Varese piece of the
evening, Octandre. After Octandre came
Varese’s Intégrales, a piece composed for
11 winds and four percussion instru
ments.
Both of the pieces explore the pos
sibilities of traditional western instru
mentation and tinker with musical
rhythm, timbre and the new ways of
using the 12-tone equal temperament.
The sound is modem and challenges the
conventions of traditional orchestration,
which is why the work of Varese fits so
well with that of Partch, a composer
who maintained many of the principals
of Varese’s music, though he entirely
rejected the methods. As experimental
as Varese may be, Partch, at times, can
make him look about as musically sub
versive as John Williams.
Partch avoided the 12-tone equal
temperament and instead created his
own instrum ents, using multitonality
to compose the kind of music he want
ed to hear. And on the Seventh Day
Petals Fell in Petaluma, Partch’s largest
orchestration, personifies what Partch
strived for. The innovative music pushed
the boundaries of modem music, walk
ing the line between the traditional and
the avant-garde.
Some of the instrum ents used dur
ing the show are rarely heard around
the world. Newband acquired all of
Partch’s instrum ents in 1990, and since
Newband became A rtist Ensemble in
Residence to Montclair State University
in 1999, many of these repaired and
duplicated rare instrum ents have been
heard at various events such as this.
Drummond, a professor at MSU,
works with students to preserve the
tradition of experimentation in music,
allowing up-and-coming musicians the
skills to create instrum ents and com
pose non-traditional music for non-traditional orchestras.
The juxtaposition ofplacing the music
of Varese and Partch together achieved
an intèresting effect and made for a fas
cinating night of modem music, provok
ing the audience to think about the way
orchestras are and the way they could
be, while'glimpsing at the potential that
has not yet been met. i c k + i c k
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managed to do something very rare. As the
The three of them, Aaron Abraham,
first act, playing their largest show, they
C. Jesps and Mr. Whitefolks, successfully
made the crowd dance in the first few min
started an actual pit in the middle of the
utes they were on stage. These local boys
Student Center. They even successfully got
are quite fam iliar with Montclair, with the
students to shout out “I love black people”
band coming from nearby Lodi and the lead
and “I a real nigga for life. I have a dream;
singer being an actual MSU student. It
f*ck the crackers!” No m atter what people
definitely won’t be the last time they play if
think, that is an amazing accomplishment
fans attending have anything to say about
for any band th at plays at Montclair.
it. MSU students not very familiar with
As a treat for old Rage Against the
the band enjoyed and had fun listening to
Machine fans, they played their classic song
catchy and dance-y tunes, such as “Super
“Bulls on Parade,” inadvertently cementing
Heroes” and “Graduation Day.”
their role as a headlining act. With their
And even though the bassist, A1 Morali,
huge sound, their ridiculous on-stage antics
had some trouble before the show (the bass
and their ability to just make Montclair
he brought was brand new but the battery
move, it was an honor to even be a part of
ran out, and the bassist from Bayside, Nick the audience.
Ghanbarian, loaned him his) the set was
For the headliner of the concert, Bayside
played with the seasoned expertise of a
was the second coming of Christ landing
band that knows how to disguise mishaps
on top of the Student Center Annex. There
on stage. Their members* M att Rosario,
are barely any words to describe the unbe
Bryan Held, A1 Morali and Miguel Ribeiro,
lievable feeling of hearing this band — my
put on an excellent show that made them
personal favorite — playing at my school, in
go-sees at any venue.
a building that so many call home, g
Inamere, a band enjoying their swift and
The night was awash with anticipating
certainly deserved rise
students coming and
to the top, is not unfa For the headliner of the concert, going, hoping to get
m iliar with Montclair
the best glimpse of the
either. Another local Bayside was the second coming band in their element.
band, from Morris
Rock gods th at they
County this time, has of Christ landing on top of the are, they brought so
opened for the Pink
much life and energy
Spiders, been featured
Student Center Annex.
through their set, creon numerous FUSE ________________ _____ ___________ ating a frenzy in the
television shows and
crowd, creating a mas
has toured on the Warped Tour circuit with
sive pit and bringing the Crowd-surfer phe
the likes of Bayside, Coheed and Cambria,
nomenon to the venue. Each strum of Jack’s
and Killswitch Engage. Not bad for a band
guitar and each note coming frpm Anthony’s
that was barely a blip this time last year.
lips was like a caress to the very core.
The Student Center lived for th at one
The band members — James Kelly, Ross
Dillon, Mikey Vasilik, Chris Keown and
moment, and the students were one entity,
living in the moment in such an intim ate
Ryan Hayes — ran around on stage like
environment for not just Bayside, but all of
they owned it wearing their tiny little gym
the bands. The members, Anthony Raneri,
shorts and playing their electric songs like
Jack O’Shea, Chris Gugliemo and Nick
“I Stare” and “Final Chapter.”
Ghanbarian, set the stage on fire, and
In a moment of drunken clarity, one girl
Montclair State University is better off for
on the side decided that she should become
a part of the magic and hopped onto the
it.
“One of our [C1C] members said that
stage. Too bad that no one really wanted
they’ve seen .Bayside four times, and this
her on it. All things aside, Inamere put on
aridiculous show, scissor screwing on stage
is the best they have ever seen them,” Will
Senedzuk, the current president of Class
while ripping on their guitars and looking
One Concerts, commented. “I’m just really
pretty doing it. It would be a crime if they
couldn’t come back for an encore perfor happy that we had amazing bands come in
and th at everyone seemed to enjoy it. I hope
mance.
to continue and do the best we can through
Whole Wheat Bread is known for being
the “urban punk band.” Hailing from
out the rest of the year with all our shows.”
Senedzuk, a junior broadcasting major,
Jacksonville, Fla., they specifically flew
added his thanks for all of those who vol
out from L.A. — taking a short break from
recording with Li’l John on his new album
unteered: “I would like to thank all the
members and the rest of CIC’s staff for all
— to play the show here at Montclair. Their
the hard work that they did, and I’d like to
set began with gangsta rap blaring over the
thank everyone that came.”
speakers and the members dancing with
If C1C can keep having shows like this
their backs to the audience, and abruptly
one, then Montclair State University is look
they turned around and started playring
the song “Loud and Clear,” a song so ridicu ing at a very exciting year in music. I can’t
wait for next year’s Montclairfest and see
lously punk that it had to b(e a joke when
how th at one will turn out.
started off with hardcore, thuggin’ rap.

Justina Villanueva | The M ontclarion

Clockwise from th e top left: W hole W heat Bread plays to the crowd; a mosh pit breaks
out; Inam ere wows th e crow d w ith their alternative metal; Phenomenal Me, a local band,
holds their own against oth er m ore well-known bands like Inamere; W hole W heat Bread
guitarist]C. Jesus dazzles audiences with his guitar skills; Inam ere presents their eccentric
perform ing style onstage.
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IT THE CINEMA:

Cook Has
Gooluck at
the Box Office
Diana Salameh

Assistant News Editor

Finally, an R-rated movie th at earned
its score, {¡rood Luck Chuck uses crude
humor, avid nudity and awkward situations
to make a movie that fulfills the expectation
of having the great comedian, Dane Cook,
as the star. Mark Helfrich, the editor of the
Rush Hour movies and Scary Movie, makes
his directorial debut with Good Luck Chuck.
He took creative license and added a lot of
naked Dane Cook, but not a lot of naked
Jessica Alba. No one in the theater was
complaining, though. Cook is hotter naked
than he is with clothes on.
The movie starts off with a flashback of
a preteen party, where a pubescent Charlie
Logan is playing spin the bottle with his
friends. His hopes of ending up in the closet
with a blonde bombshell are shattered when
he ends up with a gothic Wiccan who takes
advice from her mother’s Cosmopolitan
magazine. When Charlie refuses to have
sex with his 11-year-old partner in a leather
training bra, he is cursed for life. Every
woman he has sex with from then on will
fall in love with the next person they date.
Poor Charlie is always a groomsman and
never a groom.
After grown-up Charlie (Dane Cook) real
ized that he is literally an “urban legend,” he
does his duty to mankind by sleeping with
every woman around so that they can find

their true love. Predictably so,Jhe meets the
one girl who makes his libido, heart and
soul throb — Cam Wexler (Jessica Alba).
He makes it his mission to keep her around,
thus forcing him to avoid having sex with
her.
Cook gives a great performance. His
career in comedy clearly influenced things
like timing, body language and facial expres
sions in the movie. Cook also does a really
good job of playing a character - a tough feat
for someone who has already created a char
acter th at he plays in his comedy routines.
Alba slightly struggles with being quirky
in the film. She has very stunning physical
attributes, but has not had much experi
ence in romantic comedies. Although it was
a noble effort, the role would have been
better cast with a Kate Hudson or a Drew
Barrymore.
The movie almost goes over the top with
the sexual humor. It’s almost crude, but
every time the audience sees Cook’s butt, it
makes up for it. There are a lot of boobs in
the movie, including a woman who has three
boobs - which is very creepy. There is also
pretend sex with stuffed penguins, which is
more disturbing than funny. Cook’s character goes through a transfor
mation in the movie. He goes from a boy who
can’t stop having sex to a man who can’t help
falling in love.
Go see the movie, and you’ll see just how
true that is. i c k i r k

courtesy of Libnsgate

A bem used Charlie Logan (Dane Cook) finds his life of easy sex turned upside-down when
he falls in love with Cam (Jessica A|ba) in G ood Luck Chuck.

W e take care of your laundry needs
J u s t im a g in e , N o m o re w a ste d h o u rs o n tugging
d irty c lo th e s to a rid fro m a laundrom at o r d o in g it
y o u rs e lf. A ll y o u d o Is p te ce y o u r c lo th e s in o u r
fre e la u n d ry b a g o n y o u r d o o rste p a n d 4 8 hours
late*; th e y ln e d e liv e re d tig h t hack t o y o u r doorstep
- fre s h ly w a sh e d , d rie d , fo ld e d , a n d
s h rin k -w ra p p e d !

Ip

Step 1: Clothes are separated by
colors and w h iles.

I ll

Step 2; Tide# is used tor colors and Tide
with Bleach# is used tor whites, |
Step 3: Clothes are dried on medium
heat to prevent shrinkage.

H o w IN» W e D o It?
W e p ic k u p a n d d e liv e r y o u r la u n d ry a t y o u r
c o n v e n ie n c e . T h e la u n d ry is th e n ta k e n a n d
o u tso u rc e d t o a c le a n e r w h e re it is p ro fe s s io n a lly
h a n d le d . H uttapia s te p s a re to k e n t o e n s u re th e
b e s t c a re fo r y o u r d o tb e s .

♦

Step 4: Clothes are folded and placed in
«tear plastic wrap (hangers used where
needed }before being put bach In your
B U S custom 3R Laundry Factory bag.

Call us toll free 1-866-217-9700 or visit at

First 20 students who sign up for 1 week service,
w ill receive 2nd week

!
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David Clarke

Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor

MNDIY|1
The Legend of Zelda: Phantom Hourglass

Link comes to the DS, with the first Zelda
game to use a stylus. The title brings back
the cell-shaded graphics from the first Zelda
on Gamecube, Wind Waker, a perfect fit for
the graphical limitations of the DS. While
the Wii is still searching for its footing, the
DS is breaking barriers like never before.

miYiS
The Heartbreak Kid

Ben Stiller and the Farrelly Brothers try
to make lightning strike twice in their
first team-up since There’s Something About
Mary.
This remake of the four-star comedy of
the same title doesn’t exactly look like a
comedy classic, adding to a far-too-long list
of Ben Stiller-as-a-high-strung-nervous-guy
films.
The Darjeeling Limited

Obsessive-compulsive director Wes Anderson
attempts a return to form after the artistic
leap (and critical failure) th at was The Life

Aquatic with Steve Zissou. The film has
one thing going for it already — casting
Owen Wilson as a guy with a broken nose
is a stroke of casting genius. The film also
stars Adrian Brody and co-writer Jason
Schwartzman.

new album, In Rainbows, will be released
online. The freaky part — the consumer
names the price. Fm thinking I’ll pay the
price o f... on the house.

TUESaAY|23

niiUYitt
We Own the Night

Michael Clayton

George Clooney is going for th at G scar in
the new paranoia thriller. However, unlike
most Academy bait, this movie actually
looks good.
If it continues the trend of socially and
politically conscious genre film s th at enter
tain as much as they enlighten, then it’ll be
worth seeing.

Tuesday|9
Lust Lust Lust - The Raveonettes
The Danish rock duo’s follow up to Pretty In
Black brings more of what The Raveonettes
fans are used to with their fourth album,
Lust, Lust, Lust.

In Rainbows - Radiohead
Radiohead, the musicians behind the influ
ential ‘90s album OK Computer, freaked out
the world with the announcement th at their

” tbe best

Punchline Mag

álíüfídíilÜAiüiiÉÜidi

Is it ju st me, or does the trailer for this movie
look eerily like a sequel for last years Best
Picture Oscar w inner The Departed? Not to
mention it stars Mark Wahlberg.

MONDAY|15
Beautiful Katamari

If you enjoy rolling up every object, person
and landmark in history into a giant snow
ball-like oblique spheroid, then you probably
should have played Katamari Damacy for
the Playstation 2. If you want the same
game in “beautiful” hi-def quality, pick up
Beautiful Katamari, available on both the
Xbox 360 and the Playstation 3.

TUESDAY|16

wmEsuritO

best comi'

runs through the whole thing, regardless of
the type of song or sound.” So, basically, it’s
a new Neil Young album.

Chrome Dreams II - Neil Young
The Canadian musician releases the muchanticipated sequel to the 1977 album Chrome
Dreams. The album, according to Young,
“crosses all formats with a message that

La Cucaracha - Ween
Those in the “cult of boognish” should run
to the record store this month. Ween’s 16th
album (10th studio album), La Cucaracha
continues the duo’s tradition of alternative
experimental rock in their first album since
the 2005 release of Shinola Vol. 1, and the
first album under their new label, Rounder
Records. This is one to look out for.

nmkY|26
Saw IV

The totally necessary fourth installm ent
of the torture pom franchise that poses
some questions: Will Saw V be out in time
for Passover? Will the horror genre ever be
taken seriously as a genre with crap like
this? Why do movie studios bate me?

SUNDAY|28
Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock

Rock and roll on the first multi-platform
installm ent of the franchise th at made
peripherals cool.

com ic

Punchline Magazine

immuti «in»
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Problems Solved By Problems?

BRUCE
DICKINSON
SAYS:
IGOT A FEVER.
AND THE ONLY
PRESCRIPTION
IS MORE
OPINION
WRITERS!

Ituj fTinninnham | The Mnnttlanan

haven't experienced the hell th at is a N.J. Transit
bus. How about the Willowbrook Mall parking
lots? That way, when you feel like vou are lighting
for spots next to Macv s. you probably are.
■ Let’s try the rugged streets of Clifton, which are |
on campus.
^ I ^ ^ ^ ^ H e j p ^ u t e n i a f j v e ^ ^ i i r cost less in
the long ru n to buy a parking pass and play the
parking roulette game. Don’t press your luck. Just
steer clear from th at option.
All of this parking being taken away from us
decks th at can only bring upon memories of try- urges the question: Are these buildings really nec
.uring Christm as time, essary? Don’t take it the wrong way. They are nice
o find spots at a mall during
proj to have, but is it the right time for such things? The
over 400 spots underneath construction proje cts, Montclair has taken steps, in both short and future will appreciate it, but where is the compas
sion for the present? Will the current crop of Red
longterm fixes, to lessen the traffic jams.
Beginning next year, freshm an residents will Hawks fully reap the rewards of these new build
not be allowed to park on campus. As far as look ings? This issue has been questioned for years,
ing into the future is concerned, a third parking when the buildings in question were University
deck is in the works to be built near Quinn Road. Hall and the Childrens Center. University Hall
Is th at what this school has resorted to — resolv lies where there w’as once staff parking, while the
ing problems with construction by creating more Children’s Center once welcomed both staff and
students.
construction?
This school can only get so big. Will Montclair
Parking was already horrendous before the con■ so much that there will be satellite campuses?
struction.m the past few years. Ju st four years ago,
I MSU grew beyond Montclair? If you hurry
a parking pass on campus cost a mere $50. The
word “mere” works in this situation, because the now, the admissions office is accepting applications
current price, for the same pass has Mince doubled, ^ ^ t j ^ i e w(cam p u s in Egg Harbor Township. In all
■
It has gotten to the extent where alternate ways I seriousness, when is this going to end?
of transportation to school have crossed the minds l A s fun as it may be to look off into the future,
of some commuters. There are the N.J. Transit we m ust live in the moment. This campus needs to
buses. If vou think MSU shuttle buses are bad, you listen to its own motto: Carpe Diem.
The ongoing construction at Montclair State
University has consistently hampered the appear
ance and accessibility of the entire campus. This
holds true with the current projects: the comple
tion of the Student Recreation Center and the start
of the John J. Cali School of Music.
These now additions to campus will have a
positive effect on MSU. but mostly in a long-term
outlook. Currently, it worsens an already messy
pro" ’

W eek in Revie

CONTACT THE
OPINION EDITOR
MSUOPINIQN®
GMAIL.COM
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Thumbs up

toUniversityPolicefor respondingswiftlytothe
threateningmaninthe RedHawkDiner.

Thumbs down

tothe NewYorkMetsthis season.

Thumbs Up

toClass OneConcerts for ajam-packedshowonFriday.

Thumbs down

toRobertAitken’s article nolonger beingcalled“What
\ Tickles MyPickle.8
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College Safety Still Major Problem
Recent College Tragedies Hit Closer to MSU Than Before
What has our society come to, with stu
dents bringing guns to school and shooting
their peers? The recent incident on the
campus of St. John’s
University brings chill
ing memories of the
tragedy at Virginia
Tech back in April. The
threatening man MSU
encountered within the
past few weeks has left
JAMIE-LYNN
me t° wonder how our
CORYELLcampus would react to
COLUMNIST
a more dangerous situ
ation and why a person
would want to kill innocent people.
I cannot fathom what would possess a
person to buy a gun and bring it to school
with the intention of shooting and killing
innocent students on campus.
We all remember the Virginia Tech mas
sacre, leaving 33 people dead, including the
gunman, and many others injured. What
bothers me most is not the security of the
school, but the fact th at this person was
such a loner and so disturbed that he turned
against innocent people. I
Two weeks ago, a mysterious man was
heard making threatening remarks about
killing the white people on campus and rap
ing the black women. However, the question
-hf whether our school is safe did not come
to my mind. The e-mail sent to the MSU
community informing us of this man left
me wondering what may cause a person to
become this disturbed.
Growing up, I was always taught that

violence was wrong. No m atter what I saw
on TV or in the movies, I always knew
that it was not real. This is why I do not
understand what made any of the gunmen
or the man at MSU even think about killing
anyone. If you do not get along with some
one, is it th at difficult to ignore them or be
civil? How big of an argument does it take
to w arrant a thought of murder? What has
our world come to?
A school can be the safest in the country,
but a person with a motive may still slip past
security with a weapon. And as nice as it
is to feel safe, when does security cross the
line? There are schools in our area where
you cannot carry backpacks; many of the
hallways are starting to feel like institutions
instead of a comfortable learning environ
ment.
Can a student, especially in lower grades,
really get a decent education and be able
to concentrate in school with police officers
surrounding the school, questioning every
move they make? I understand that in our
society, schools must take the necessary pre
cautions to ensure the safety of the students
and staff. However, when a high school jvith
one-eighth the number of students at MSU
requires student IDs to get in everywhere,
steps of precaution seem to be carried too
far.
I can honestly say that I feel safe at
Montclair State. It is nice to walk around
campus and not see armed guards or have to
show ID everywhere we go. Some may argue
that showing an ID card proving who we are
is better than being shot. But were the gun

men not students at these schools? Perhaps
more thorough background checks should be
performed on incoming students. However,
you may have a case like at St: John’s , where
the student and his family claim side effects
of recent back surgery are to blame.
The pressures of classes, homework and
papers, as well as a job and a social life, are
enough to get to any college student. This
does not mean th at we will turn against a
fellow student and shoot him because we are
having a bad day. So what makes a single
person feel th at it is O.K. to put another
person’s life in danger?
It is not a m atter of problems with school
safety but with the person causing the
chaos. We may never understand why some
one turns violent toward another, but maybe
we can help prevent it.
We may never be prepared for a tragedy
like Virginia Tech to happen, but if we take
precautions, perhaps, we can try to prevent
serious danger.
By remaining conscious of the people and
any suspicious activity around us, we may
be able to stop a person from causing major
damage to the campus community.
So, as MSU students, if we can stay alert
and come up with a precaution plan of some
kind (like a text alert in an emergency), we
may be able to try to enjoy our college career
in peace. This is just my opinion. How safe
do you feel?
Jamie-Lynn Coryell, a business management
major, is in her third year as a columnist for
The Montclarion.

Japanese toilet maker Tolo Ltd-,
speaking about the company's
high-tech toilets that developed
H ing problems, c a u sin g th e n to
Justina V illa n u e v a
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P IK E Bust’s Effect on Greek Life
Greeks Forced to Re-evaluate Recruitment Strategies, Relationship with SGA
It’s a thought th at must be prevalent If the SGA was serious about punishing their plans for next spring?
throughout the consciousnesses of too many Greek life, they could slip “moles” into the
This story breaks duringatim e ofstrained
Greeks this week th at it was only a m atter of essentially public rush parties and pursue relations between the SGA and Greek
time before a Montclair charges.
Council; on the final SGA meeting of the
State University party
And the adm inistration, likely winc past academic year, May 2, statute changes
would be broken up in ing every time the Herald News or Fox 5 were passed as a measure of restructuring
a manner of Pi Kappa News mentions the words “Montclair State the spending of the $10,000 “Programming
Alpha’s bash of Sept. University,” is salivating for an opportunity Board,” which allows Greeks to entertain
25. There were only so to use PIKE as an example, their response the campus on the SGA dime. Unhappy
many empty chambers to the post-Rider political climate.
with the changes, the meeting broke out into
in this game of rush
It’S not as if Greeks
a near riot, prompt
season Russian roulette, haven’t been warned
ing the creation of
KARL
and as the organiza before, in the form
the Facebook group
how can Greeks
DE VRIES
tions of Pi Kappa Alpha of anti-hazing and
“Greek Movement
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
and Sigma Delta Phi alcohol/drug policy justify the risks when
Against the SGA.”
stand to be disciplined handouts. These rules
The
nowby the Greek Council, Student Government are flouted routinely hosting rush parties?”
defunct group had,
Association and university administration, by campus organiza- _______________ _________________ at one time, over 100
their futures, as well as those of other Greek tions, yet the SGA and
members (including
fraternities and sororities, hang in the bal GC have been content for years to observe past and present GC officers, as well as
ance.
MSU’s unspoken “golden rule”: do whatever Advisor to Fraternities, Sororities and Social
Sigma Delta Phi and Pi Kappa Alpha it is you do, just don’t get caught.
Fellowships Hayden Greene) and plenty of
in the eyes of the Center for Student
In a world where adm inistrators, GC libelous or nearly libelous remarks about
Involvement, have already been suspended and SGA officers are liable for off-campus SGA policy and individuals in the student
for a year pending the outcome of the inves offenses, where the trend in America seems government.
tigation. As the university anxiously awaits to lean toward the dismissal of Greek societ
At the Greek Council meeting of Sept. 25,
the final police report to be filed by the Little ies from college campuses, how can Greeks SGA President Ron Chicken made a speech
Falls Police Department, there’s little doubt justify the risks when hosting rush parties? imploring the reconciliation of Greeks and
that the brothers of PIKE are squirming as
A suspended fraternity, a la Theta Xi or SGA members. The scene had an unmis
they sit on the chopping block, the suspen Delta Chi, can bounce back w ithin a year or takable air of awkwardness and distrust
sion of their organization all but guaran two. A banned fraternity, even one with as between the two groups, as Chicken’s brief
teed.
long a history as Phi Alpha Psi (or Senate, appearance was made With a posse of nearly
No one died from alcohol (or drug) abuse MSU’s first Greek organization), faces a a dozen SGA members, presumably appear
at last Tuesday’s mixer, but there’s no doubt slow death w ithin a few years time.
ing for support (and perhaps backup, should
that the events of Rider University have
PIKE, one of MSU’s strongest social things have gotten ugly). Immediately fol
raisedrthe stakes-involved with such-a party .fraternities in regards to steady member lowing his remarks, Chicken left the podium
just a little bit higher. In an era where ship, campus programming and political without offering to answer any questions,
university adm inistrators are potentially connections (Dean James H arris, university and only after he and the other SGA faces
being held responsible for Greek shenani ombudsperson, is their advisor) isn’t going left the room did Greeks comment on his
gans, organizations must realize the zero- anywhere, but had anyone overdosed or been thoughts.
tolerance they’ll be afforded should disaster raped last Tuesday, all bets on their future
Chicken probably thought he was offer
strike.
would be off. For social organizations, the ing the welcome mat for Greeks to become
The $64,000 question, in the grand idea of a “dry rush” is often the punchline better acquainted with the SGA; in truth,
scheme, is how future rush seasons will to a fa m ilia r joke. But there’s no question PIKE has taken it one step further. Chicken
be affected. Certainly the adm inistration that public rush parties need to be treated and the rest of the SGA currently stand as
and SGA know, deep down, where all those with the most sincere attitude of seriousness Greek life’s strongest advocates, their best
students go once the crowds outside Blanton when balancing the risks. How many social chance to regain respect in the eyes of the
and Bohn Halls dissipate on weekday nights. organizations are legitimately re-evaluating adm inistration and secure their status on

campus, assuming they have the courage to
stand up for them and offer support.
GC may wish to become “independent”
but should realize th at as of right now, they
need all the friends they can get, starting
with members of the SGA. Chicken and com
pany, in turn, need to stay on top of Greeks
and enforce SGA policy, keeping conscious
of the fact th at as the parent company that
charters organizations, they stand to be
accountable should a nightmare scenario
occur.
Meanwhile, Greeks desperately need to
focus on their rush policies. Drunken rush
parties have become part of the modem
American collegiate pastime and will never
be removed from the MSU social scene;
controlling those parties and observing the
“golden rule” is the new order of the day.
Greek life will go on here at MSU for the
time being; for how long that’s the case is up
to Greeks to decide.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his second
year as Editor-in-Chief o f The Montclarion.

1) N e v e r , e v e r h a v e d r u g s
a t a "rush" p a r t y . To
p o l i c e , t h e r e ’s a
difference betw een a
b u n c h of A l l - A m e r i c a n
c o l l e g e students h a v in g a
g o o d time a r o u n d a keg,
versus the p r e s e n c e of
m a r i j u a n a or c o c a i n e a t
the s c é n e .
2) K e e p t h e p a r t y i n s i d e.
H aving p e o p le yakking on
c e l l p h o n e s , g e t t i n g i nto
f igh ts or u r i n a t i n g or
v o m i t i n g in full v i e w o f t h e
n e i g h b o r s d o e s little t o ;
stop t h e m from c a llin g the
police.
3) G i v e c a r e f u l
c o n s i d e r a t i o n to w h e re
y o u r h o u s e is l o c a t e d . It’s
not a c o i n c i d e n c e that
t h e PIKE p a r t y w a s b u s t e d
a w e e k after they m o v e d
i n to Little Falls a n d a
d e c id e d ly m iddle-class
com m unity. C ra c k
n e ig h b o r h o o d s are best
a v o i d e d , but fringe
c o m m u n itie s should b e
so lid -g o ld real e s ta t e
w h e n s h o p p i n g a r o u n d for
a lease.
4) Limit t h e n u m b e r o f
p e o p l e a t t h e p a r t y in t h e
form of a " q u o ta " of h o w
m a n y r us h es a r e g o i n g to
b e a t t h e p a r t y . This is
easier said than d o n e , but
the smaller n u m b e r of
s t u d e n t s t r a n s l a t e s to
e a s ie r c ir c u l a t i o n at
p a r t i e s , less o p p o r t u n i t i e s
for d r u n k e n g u e s t s t o
v io la te their stay a n d , best
o f all, b e t t e r
com m u nication betw een
hosts a n d t h e p e o p l e t h e y
a r e tryi ng t o r e c r u i t .
5} Insure t h a t t h e r e a r e
sober "chaperones"
runn ing ; t h e p a r t y ,
w a t c h in g the door,
s t a n d i n g b y to talk to
p o l i c e , e t c . A rush p a r t y is
n o t s u p p o s e d t o b e - f u n f or
t h o s e w h o a r e h o s t i n g it;
it's w o r k a n d n e e d s t o b e
run s m o o t h l y .
____ _______

Lou C u n n in g h a m

| The M ontclarion
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The following is a response to the article
“SGA President Meets the Greeks,”from the
Sept. 27 issue of The Montclarion:
Tension between the Student Government
and the Greek Council is nothing new. It
has a long and storied history at MSU and
often goes in cycles. The relationship has
good years, and the relationship has bad
years. Sometimes it is the fault of the SGA,
sometimes the Greeks.
Ron Chicken did what any forward think
ing, ambitious SGA President would do —
opened up that line of communication — at a
Greek Council meeting. It’s September, and
I am sure Ron intended th at as a first step,
not a band-aid or long-term fix. He also put
the onus on the Greek Council itself. I say
good for him, and good for the Greeks react
ing with their desire to discuss things and

injured student pressed charges, the SGA,
talk as students, not politicians.
And as has happened before, someone not Senate, would have been sued. It doesn’t
spoiled those efforts when a PIKE party behoove the Class IVs to want to “break
got raided for underage drinking. Now, the away” from the SGA until they stop getting
Greek Council is back to doing what it arrested, hazing or putting others at risk.
The SGA takes the brunt of the legal
always seems to be doing — damage control
and PR repair, and the SGA is playing the outcome now. If the Class IVs separate,
antagonistic Animal House role of the dis they’d have to pay for their own actions. The
University wouldn’t. The SGA wouldn’t. Try
ciplinarian.
Now, Ron has to step up to protect the telling a freshman pledge about brotherhood
SGA, not be the good guy. It’s part of the when their family sues the organization for
job, and Angelo Lilia can tell him that, too. more money them it has.
The relationship between the SGA and
When my administration took action against
Senate in 2D02, it was for throwing a TV off the Greeks is nothing new. But Mook was
a float which shattered and injured another right — the Greeks need to step up and be
student, also putting other people in danger, leaders. F irst step — stop screwing it up for
not for the controversial performance as last everyone else.
week’s article stated.
Either way, the SGA is a corporate Chris Fitzpatrick
entity separate from the University. Had the SGA President 2002-2003

Sam Gherman | The Montclarion

on this college’s report card that are filled
with flat-out F’s.
First, having come from a commu
Any student attending Montclair State nity college as a transfer student, I would’ve
University is fully aware of the wondrous assumed that a prestigious four-year school
new buildings being constructed on campus like Montclair would have all the same frills
to help support the very admirable goal of and more.
Disappointingly, any student purchasing
our higher education. It is a very comforting
way to remedy the sting of a $4,800 tuition a meal at Montclair realizes th at in order to
bill. Everything from the brand new comput use your debit/credit card, you have either
er labs in University Hall to the refreshing go to the Red Hawk Diner or the ATM when
café built in our renovated library acts as a almost every other institution of higher edu
testam ent to the college’s commitment to its cation allows you to use such cards regularly
students. It becomes easy to feel a sense of and, yes, this includes lowly community col
leges. Not to mention that there are only two
pride while admiring these sights.
However, the pride th at is felt while walk ATMs on campus.
Perhaps this is a scheme cooked up by the
ing outside is soon replaced with aggrava
tion and dismay when confronted with the Phys. Ed. department to make us exercise
many contradictions th at lay within these more and eat less? Not to mention that while
blackboard works to place files online for
shiny new hallways.
As a commuter student who also works students and educators alike, some profes
full time, the thought of having a college sors still prefer to use hard copies that need
th at really works for me was relieving. to be on reserve in the library.
This is their right, and I am perfectly
When you are on the go, the ease of access
to a college’s resources is very important, O.K. with that. However, to my disgust, the
and in many ways the college passes with system for making these copies is so archaic
flying colors. However, there are some spots that I was sure if I opened any one of the
One alum’s assessment ofM SlTs obsolete
electronic devices.

ancient copy machines in the library, I would
find a ham ster running on a wheel.
To the library staff’s own admission, nor
mally 80 percent of the copiers are jammed
or malfunctioning. Not only was the librar
ian rude to me when I asked if a copy could
be made, but they took 25 minutes to make
a copy for themselves and then told me to try
again with the 10-cent copy machines!
Currently, the total amount of money
th at is paid by each student toward technol
ogy and facility fees equals $870. The price
of a brand new copier from Xerox is only
$1,299, the cost of one and a half students’
technology and facility fees. I know I pledge
my fees toward this cause, but either way, a
campus that touts that it is so technologi
cally advanced should know the whole story
before boasting so boldly.
If you too feel like there are things that
need to be fixed on campus, the man to con
tact is David Josephson. He is the director
of budgeting and planning and his e-mail is
josephsond@mail.montclair.edu.
Marc Mion
MSU Class of 2007

The Montclarion Mailbag Policy
• A ll letters must be typed, preferably o n disk (text only format) or via e-mail. »Letters exceeding 750 words w ilLn ot be considered for
publication. • O n ce received, letters are property of The M ontclarion and maybe edited for length, content and libel. • Letters w ill not be
printed unless they include the author's name, major, last four digits of SSN and phone number or e-mail address. • O n ly one letter by an
author w ill be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday, 10:00 p.m. • Letters may be submitted through e-mail to
msuopinion@gmail.com or sent to The M ontclarion - Attn: O p inio n Rage Editor, M ontclair State University, 113 Student Center Annex,
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After a month of classes, how
many have you missed so far?
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Child C are W anted
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Help W anted

Montclair family needs
nanny who drives to care
for 5-year-old girl before
and after school Mon. - Th.
Min. 25 hours/week. Call

Waiters/Waitresses. Westmount Country Club, 728
Rifle Camp Road, West Pat
erson, is seeking part-time
weekend food servers,
M a jjo n e a t^ ^
no experience necessary,
will train. Earn up to
Montclair mother of 3 seek $14.00 per hour. Call for
ing afternoon sitter 15 - 20 an appointment to apply
hours/week. Light house
in person, 973-256-8868.
keeping included. Own
transportation, references
Tutor wanted to work with
required. Salary negotia7th grade girl on home
ble. Call 973-746-4726.
work, up to 5 days a week.
Family lives 10 minutes
My name is Kellye. I'm a
drive from MSU. Anyone
22-month-old big boy. I
interested call 314-853love to read, laugh and
8273 or 314-330-3847.3
play sports. I'm looking for
a pal to explore and have
fun with 2-3x week. Call
For Rent
my mom Sarah if you have
lots of energy ana will love Unique
nqu artists/writers
me. Need a car. 646-337studio space available in
Montclair. Free internet
access, partial kitchen and
Part-time, energetic and
lounge area. Go to www.
caring nanny wanted to
artsharemontclair.com
care for our three-year-old
boy and one-year-old girl in
Upper Montclair. Approxi
Other
mately 10-15 hours/week.
Competitive salary. Strong **#1 Spring Break Website!
references required. Call * 4 & 7 night trips. Low
Kathy 862-202-6369.
prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20
people, get 3 free trips!
Sitters Wanted. Average
Campus reps needed.
$10 per hour. Babysitting,
www.StudentCity.com or
housesitting, petsitting.
Register free for jobs near 800-293-1445.
campus or home and start
earning extra cash now!
www.student-sitters.com.

THEMONTGLARIOn

needs a
web designerts] to design and code a w ebsite
to rep lace the current w ebsite.

CONTACT OUR
PRODUCTION MANAGER, AARON AT
MSUPRODUCTION@GMAIL.COM

Anyone interested should
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DESIGNER W A N T E D

OPTIONS TO EXTEND OR 0 0 EARLY TO PARIS!
ALL INCLUSIVE PRICING STARTS AT THE
AMAZING PRICE OF JUST $1100 W O AIR.
GET YOUR AIR ON THE NET FOR JUST $600!
INCLUDES: LIFT TINS, DLX. HOTEL MEALS,
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HEW YR. PARTY & TRANSFERS!

Axiom links Speech & Language Pathologists. Physical &
Occupational Therapists with Schools & Rehab Facilities
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A Division o f Bilinguals Inc. :
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Com petitive Com pensation
Excellent Benefits
V FT/PT O pportunities
Ì / Free VISA Sponsorship (H lbj
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Call: 1-866-696-0999
Fax:1-866-696-7991
Email: jobs@axiomlink.com
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“H o o -bo y ... T h is lo o k s like o n e of th o se art
o p e n in g s w here yo u had to be early.”

Written by: David Clarke

DREAM NATION

b y LOUIS COPPOLA
WHAT?/ YOU 5 AII> HE WA6
GETTING A DRIVE HOME
RIGHT BEHIND OS.
>

r WELL,
PROBABLY.
TH IS 2 5
L.A.

EVERYONE HERE HAS
A TON o p MONEY AND
A HEART o f GOLD.
rA MISUNDER.
STOOD
HEIRESS I S
PRO&A6LY
DROPPING HIM
. OFF RIGHT
L - now . y

HEY/ YOU/ GIMME
YOU* PAPER/
I'M REAPING
I T LATER/

im z

W eekly Chess Puzzle

www.hanyM5S.coin

“Well, is he dead?!”

White to move...
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C ro ssw o rd
ACRO SS
1 Bad writer
5 Saudi or Omani
9 “In the Clearing”
poet
1 4 -_ -U d e, Russia
15 Central part
16 Rodeo rope
17 Oliver’s request
18 Arrive
19 Following
20 Encroaches
22 Tempos
24 Transferred, as
property
25 Turkish leaders
26 Sell out
28 Make over
32 Chip dip
36 Make a boo-boo
37 Kitchen
implement
38 Influence
39 Pot top
40 Face the day
41 Make amends
42 Holiday
forerunner
43 Defensive-team
stats
44 Bell sound
45 Exhausts
47 Exclamations of
satisfaction
48 Hole-shaping
tool
53 Magic home?
57 Pertinent
58 Performing
59 Zola novel
61 Queen Boleyn
62 “Divine Comedy”
poet
63 Mild cheese
64 Olympus honcho
65 Villain’s
expression
66 Puts in stitches
67 Falco or McClurg
DOW N
1 Muggy
2 Without help
3 Fashion by
cutting
4 Work dough
5 Yield
6 Alice Springs
hoppers

m

m
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4

6

7

8

14
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17

1

20
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24

32

33
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27

35

39
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65
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7 Sea extension
8 Tavern
9 W ears at the
edges
10 Schism
11 Profane
utterance
12 Plant part
13 Veteran
seafarers
21 Formalized
argument
23 Kind of fever or
stack
25 Gets there
27 Rings up
28 __ avis
29 Roberts or Idle
30 Office station
31 Lode loads
32 Large quantity
33 Choir part
34 Web-footed diver
35 Caroled
37 Quarterback, at
times
45 Downcast
46 Reveries

I S
2

47 Madden
49 Bedazzle
50 Locked like a
lion
51 Boredom
52 Actress
Witherspoon

53 Betting figures
54 Colorful mount
55 Kind of drive or
up
56 Poker payment
57 Chew like a rat
60 Lime drink
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B 0

Shogi

Sushi

3
4
5
. 6
7
8

ACRO SS
Health resorts
Sign of healing
Made do
Play’s actors
Bye-bye!
One Astaire
Beatles’ meter
maid
Sidewalk stand
drinks
Poetic piece
Joiner
Lent a hand
State of
mourning
Afternoon social
Green crops cut
for livestock feed
MDs
Mach+ jet
Porter
« committee
Magazine VIPs
Contemptuous
expression
Hide out
Observed
Still wet behind
the __
Monotone
utterer
Air-travel
watchdog grp.
Marine beasts
Attribute to
Expose
Intestine part
Starship hit
“Othello” role"
Drive, as from
bed
Zest
50/50 test
Choice
Dueling swords
Dispatched
Cobra’s cousins
DOW N
U se Brillo
“Common
Sen se” author
Up and about
Part of FS U
G oes hungry
Lout
Mr. T ’s outfit
Deep voices

1

2

3

14

f,

Kimono

N etsuke
N inja
G A J O rigam i
N G U Raku
A K H Sake
M T Y Sam isen
Sam urai
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Solutions

Aikido

B B G

G eisha
Grobang
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9 Caries results
10 Keats works
11 Saucy and
spirited
12 Different
13 Property record
21 Chow down
23 Elitist
25 Let up
28 Daily Planet
reporter
29 Location
30 Will of ‘T h e
Waltons”
31 Flubs it
32 “Persistence of
Memory” painter
33 Zeus, to Lars
34 Newsman
Huntley
35 Flight school
final
37 49-ers’ 6pointers
40 Says yes (to)
42 Out of danger
45 Garden pest
47 Sanction
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Pay increases
Simian
Overused
Madonna role
Gets closer
Prepare to
advance on a fly
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Blackthorns
Farm division
Henhouse
Sleuth’s lead
Gypsy ;'-r ?
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I We're the National Endowment
for Financial Education, a nonprofit foundation
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| with nothing to sell and a lot to tell. For over 30
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we've hhelped
people iiic
justt iiklike
youdot
getcm
smart

about their money. Come to us for sound advice
and practical information on how to start achieving
all your financial goats. For everything from
getting out of debt to managing your money wisely
to saving for the future - we're here to help,

www . smartaboutmoney . org

It's time to get smart about your money.
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college*'program
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Are you a college student who is looking for:
•<Jf

A paid internship opportunity that will
stand out on a resume?

¥

A chance to gain real-world
experience with the company recently
named »1 in BusinessW eek's
'SO Best Places to launch a Career"?

A custom-designed teaming curriculum
that could earn you college credit?
V

An opportunity to meet people from
around the world, make lifelong friends,
and have fun?

A s a part of the Disney College Program at the Waff D isney W orld® Resort near
Orlando, FL, participants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Attend our upcoming presentation
and discover why the Disney CoSegc Program is an opportunity you just can’t miss!

Montclair University

C o n tà cìjP h ó fo lE d lito r,

ttiEibM7/fiwnrroiiMfaf/0Momoi

Thursday, October 11th at 12:30pmand 5:00pm
University Hall - Room1030
Scheduling conflict? View our online E-Presentation
disneycolegeprogram.com/epresientation
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womens
saouPDaym vs. eascem [pa], mm .,msu s ip p pars
monsay m vs. pesiaras. 2m§m socaerlarK
Duessay m vs. ramapo, / P.m.. panzer gym

WANT TO COVER T H E REO HAW KS?

WRITERS!
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
ASSISTANTS!
X THE
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W SPO RTS

TEA M !
CO N TACT B O B B Y
A T
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973 655-5241
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Football Drops First Loss to TCNJ
Lions Tame Red Hawk Offense/ Defeat M SU 19-9 in Ewing
James finished the day off completing 18
of 34 pass attem pts for 209 yards and also
led the team in rushing with 19 carries for
The No. 17-ranked Montclair State 60 yards.
♦
University Red Hawks
However, Montclair
suffered their first loss of
State inched closer
the season against their
when quarterback
rivals, the Lions of TCNJ,
Michael Jump passed
19-9 last Friday. Their
to receiver Brandon
overall record currently
Fronjian for 29 yards,
stands at 3-1.
scoring the only
The New Jersey Lions
touchdown for the Red
were helped greatly by Iq2 5 V ’T'C'UC'1'
'! ' ^fiTïw:rCSSÎM Hawks’ offense.
kicker M att Dalessio,
However, the extra
who scored four straight
point attem pt by kick
field goals to get the vic
er Marco Cappozzoli
tory. The Lions offense
was blocked, giving
dominated the ball, pos
the Lions a 13-9 cush
sessing it for 40:14 total.
ion.
After halftime, the
The Red Hawks had
Red Hawks trailed the
a lot of opportunities
Lions 6-3, hoping to get
to come back in the
back on track during the
final quarter, but it
second half
was not enough, as
At the start, the Lions
Dalessio kicked his
took charge on the score- Receiver Brandon Fronjian scored the only final field goal from
board when quarterback MSU touchdown against TCNJ on a 29-yard 24 yards out, sealing
catch.
Chris James found his
the Red Hawks’ first
receiver Colin Weber with 8:18 left in the loss, 19-9.
third quarter for a 32-yard touchdown to
Jump finished the day having completed
give the Lions a 13-3 lead.
15 of 43 passing attempts for 220 yards
Jefferson Veloso
Staff W riter

You
the Power
To Change
Laves

BE AN
EGG
DONOR

The Red Hawks’ offense finished their
with one touchdown and four interceptions.
Senior running back Ryan McCoach finished day with 12 first downs and a total of 251
offensive yards, converting two of 13 third
with 10 carries for 41 yards.
downs as well as a posses
McCoach is cursion time of 19:46.
rently in fifth place 1
The Lions had 21 first
on the all-time MSU
downs and a total of 336
rushing list. He has
offensive yards, convert
a total of 2,181 yards
ing eight of 20 third downs
in his three-plus sea
and a season-high posses
sons with the Red
sion time of around 40
Hawks.
Fronjian finished
minutes.
The next game for'the
his day with a season g & g |
*1
Red Hawks is on Saturday,
low of one reception
Oct. 6th, when they host
for 29 yards and the
the Buffalo State Bengals
only scoring touch
in their second NJAC
down.
game of the season at
As for the defense, |j|_ >
Sprague Field.
they put in a valu
Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.
able effort. Defensive
The Bengals are 2-2 on
back Mike Ajadi
the season, with a 1-1 con
things going in the
ference record. That puts
early stages when he
blocked a TCNJ field _
courtesy of Sports Information them in fourth place in the
goal attem pt in the Senior John Valkos made a game-high 13 NJAC standings.
The Red Hawks find
tackles in Montclair State's 19-9 loss at
first quarter.
themselves in a four-way
Jolm Valkos fin TCNJ on Friday night
tie for fifth place in the
ished the day with
a game high of 13 tackles; Derrell Sapp fin conference heading into the remaining six
ished with 12, and junior linebacker Cornell games of the season, all of which are against
NJAC opponents.
Hunt finished with 11 tackles.
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W h a t’s S lic kin ’ with A itk e n
This Week, Robert Aitken Analyzes Hope Solo's Effect on U.S. Women's Soccer
odds-on favorite to win the title back from
defending champion Germany.

they did not start off so well for Solo or the
rest of Team USA. In the first game of the
tournament, the Americans managed
In sports, the term “team player” refers
only a 2-2 tie with North Korea.
to any player who looks at the well-being
Despite North Korea being one
of the team above himself
of the best in the world, America was
Ask any coach and they will say that
made out to be more favored than the
team players are exactly what is ideal for
men’s basketball “Dream Team” of the
a championship-cahber team. The polar
early 1990s. The team bounced back for
opposite of this is a selfish player, such as
two shutout victories to advance into
Terrell Owens and Manny Ramirez.
the quarterfinals against England.
Magnify that to an international scale,
In the match, Solo was solid once
and you can understand the anger of
more, and a 3-0 victory put the U.S. in
the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team.
the semifinals.
Nothing makes your team look worse
Prior to the match, Solo was
than when one star player acts selfishly
benched in favor of veteran goalie
with the entire world watching.
Briana Scurry.
The player being discussed here is
It was a good strategy for the
goalkeeper Hope Solo, an athlete that
Americans. Scurry has handled the
about six people knew before the Women’s
worldwide stage well before and was
World Cup began. Solo was just one of
a good pick against a speedy Brazilian
the bright, young superstars that was
team. Solo could not have been happy,
supposed to be the next generation of
but it was for the better of the team
women’s soccer.
and gave her rest for a possible World
There were even 'Nike ads including
Cup Finals match.
the team and Rainn Wilson, better known
Scurry seemed to never shake off
as Dwight from The Office, as the comic
her rust and gave up four goals, includ
relief in the series of commercials. What
ing a goal scored by one of her defend
happened? That was the best B-list come
ers, in a 4-0 loss that had the Americans
dian they could find on short notice? The
look toward bronze and not gold. Solo
team even adopted new golden jerseys,
courtesy of espn.com sat back and watched her team lose
perhaps trying to hint at something. What United States goalie Hope Solo isolated herself from her without her having any control over it.
teammates after criticizing the coach's decision to remove
a great job th at did them.
In a post-match interview with
The press ate this up, conveniently her from the net before the World Cup semifinals.
Solo, the 26 year-old said, “It was the
in time for the revival of the WUSA
wrong decision, and I think anybody
If you did not have a chance to wake up that knows anything about the game knows
(Women’s United Soccer Association), which
will be addressed later. Team USA was the and see the games at 6 a.m., live from China, th a t There’s no doubt in my mind I would
Robert Aitken

Opinion Editor
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have made those saves. It doesn’t m atter
what somebody did in an Olympic gold
medal game in the Olympics three years ago.
Now is what m atters.”
Solo did a bit of damage control the
following day, apologizing for her words.
Regardless of her intent, the team dismissed
her and won 3-1 in the third-place match
without her.
This was definitely an example of hype
inflating a player’s ego, only to have it blow
up in her face. If anything, this hurts the
WUSA’s press.
The WUSA has been pushing for over a
year to try again to have a women’s soccer
league. The first attem pt started out strong,
with names such as Mia Hamm and Brandi
Chastain among others from the World Cup
winning team from 1999.
The press worked, as the league will have
eight teams in its return season of2008. Will
Solo be there too? Not if they want to stay
around this time. Some believe that there is
no such thing as negative press, but when
you are trying to sell something that people
already hated once, this league must be
squeaky clean to have a fighting chance.
She was in the old WUSA, playing its
final season for the Philadelphia Charge
before the league went bankrupt. But this
league is supposed to show sportsmanship,
which Solo does not have.
This league is supposed to appeal to
young women who love soccer. This is the
demographic that is supposed to fill the
seats. There is no “F in the word “team,”just
as there should be no Solo in the WUSA.
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How m any goals did M en’s Soccer give up in its
10 gam es th is season?

(Average points scored by the
fo o tb a ll offense this season.

o ccer (M en)

o ccer (W om en)

F ield H ockey
"Overall

This Week
10/5 vs Eastern (PA)(SF), 6 p.m.
10/10 vs Kean, 3 p.m.
Last. Week
9/29 - MSU 2, Rutgers-Camden 0
9/26- MSU 3, Rutgers-Newark 1

This Week
10/13 vs Buffalo State, 1 p.m.
Last Week
9/28 - MSU 9, TCNJ 19
•■
*

10/6 vs. Eastern (PA), 6 p.m.
10/8 vs University of Redlands. 2 p.m.

This Week
10/8 @Eastern (PA), 4 p.m.

Last Week :
9/29 - MSU 4, Rutgers-Camden 0
9/26- MSU 4, Rutgers-Newark 1

Last Week
9/29- MSU 3, Widener 1
10/2- MSU 1, William Paterson 3
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Field Hockey Splits Homestand
Red Hawks Defeat Widener 3-1, Upset By William Paterson 3-1
Bobby Melok

Sports Editor
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Sara Reinstein | The Montdarion

Montclair State field hockey split their last two games, winning a 3-1 match against the Widener Pride and dropping the
second game to William Paterson 3-1.

Red Hawk field hockey has been
on a roll this season. Heading into
Saturday’s game against Widener,
the team had only lost one game.
The Red Hawks were looking to
build on their success. They did
so in a big way, defeating the Pride
3-1 at home.
The Red Hawks opened by scor
ing 10 minutes into the first half
off a goal from defender Lauren
Zehnder. Sophomore Rebecca
Dobiesz added another goal and
assisted Deana Hagel before the
close of the half putting Montclair
State up 3-0.
The Pride tried to mount a
comeback in the second half with
a goal off a penalty stroke, but
MSU goalkeeper Jacquie Supko
shut Widener out for the rest of the
half, sealing the victory for the Red
Hawks.
On Tuesday, they hosted William
Paterson in an NJAC matchup.
The Red Hawks got a little taste of
their own medicine at the hands of
the Pioneers.
Despite a goal from sophomore
Megan Pietrunti early in the first
half that tied the game at one,
Montclair could not capitalize
and let up two more goals, giving

William Paterson a 3.-1 victory.
The loss put the Red Hawks’
overall record at 9-2, which is very
impressive. However, both of their
losses came against NJAC oppo
nents, giving them a 1-2 record in
conference, which lands them in
fourth place.
The team has three confer
ence games left before the end
of the season. They are against
second-place Rowan, third-place
Ramapo and last place Richard
Stockton. The Red Hawks will
need to perform well if they want
to defend their ECAC Mid-Atlantic
Championship.

Women’s Soccer Shuts Out Widener
Kaminski Scores Two, Scillieri O ne as Red Hawks Roll O ver W idener 4-0

Jake Del Mauro

Staff Writer

The Red Hawk Women’s soccer
team showed signs of dominance
on Saturday when they defeat
ed Rutgers-Camden 4-0 at the
MSU Soccer Park in front of 198
people. Led by goalkeeper Leah
Tepperman and Lara Kaminski,
the team now has a 3-2 record in
conference play.
The game was a tight, physical
contest throughout, but Montclair’s
stingy defense and quick-footed
offense put the game away. It
started with a goal with 7:23 left
in the first half by Kaminski, who
scored another goal later to givfe
her three on the year.
The second half started off with
a bang when a handball was called
in the 18-yard box with 40:17 left
in the half. This led to a penalty
kick for the Red Hawks, which Lisa

Tasci converted for her first goal
of the year. Roughly 20 minutes
later, at 18:47, Christyn Scillieri

courtesy of Sports Information

Goalkeeper Leah Tepperman
recorded her third shutout of the
season against Widener.

knocked in her fourth goal of the
year giving MSU a 3-0 lead. If

that wasn’t enough, a final goal
was tacked in with 13 seconds left
in the game by Kaminski, making
the score 4-0.
This game was not only offen
sive but also defensive, especially
for MSU. The Red Hawk defense
only gave up four shots on goal, all
stopped by Tepperman. “I love my
defense. I feel that in each game,
the defense ju st gets better and
better,” Tepperman said.
“If we have a few more games
like this last one, where I hard
ly had to touch the ball, I think
I’d five longer.” Going back to the
offense, they converted the four
goals on 14 shots.
The score could have been more
with MSU getting off 14 penalty
kicks throughout. The tough play
of the NJAC’s week one Offensive
Player of The Week Natalia Sisti,
Jen Kelleher -and Nicole Kogut

helped the team immensely. This
high-performance play is exactly
what Head Coach Eileen Blair is
looking for. “Our intention is to
make an upward push in the NJAC
rankings, and to do so, we need
to consistently perform at a high
level.”
However, the game did have
its fair share of bumps and emo
tions, both mixing to form a total
of three yellow cards and 25 fouls
combined. Though the fire was fit,
Montclair did not let it blaze into
an inferno, keeping their cool and
getting their third shutout of the
year.
Scillieri has had an outstand
ing week for the Red Hawks.
According to NJAC.net, she has
four points for the Red Hawks 2-0
week and has been named Rookie
of the Week. “I feel very honored
to be named NJAC Rookie of the

Week,” said Scillieri.
“I am very happy to be recog
nized, but the Montclair girls play
as a team, and I could not have
done it without them.” She had
one goal against Rutgers-Newark,
as well as the goal from Saturday.
This season, Scillieri has 10 points,
with four goals and two assists.
Scillieri is second on the team in
goals
The team moved to 4-5-1 over
all and are set to host Eastern
University on Oct. 6 at 3 p.m. at
MSU Soccer Park.

